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Refurbishment of our Family-History Research Centre at King Street under way …

… and the first stage completed!
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Society Reports, News and Information
Chairman’s Report
There has been a positive reaction to our newly refurbished Research Centre at King
Street. The general opinion is that it is a much lighter and more spacious environment.
The extra flexibility meant that we were able, for the first time, to hold our Christmas
Social in our main Centre. This was a great success.  The Lord Provost of Aberdeen
(member no. 10000), Barney Crockett, who has a great interest in local history, came
along and was very impressed by our range of facilities. The next phase of our spending
will be to replace the lighting in the library and in the office. Work continues to prepare
our computer network for a complete revamp.
Maria Cameron, our treasurer, has intimated that she will stand down at the AGM in
March, though she will continue to offer support. Any local members who feel that they
can help in a financial team – please do get in touch with either myself or Maria.
chairman@anesfhs.org.uk Stuart Petrie No. 15075

—oOo—

ANESFHS King Street Refurbishment
In 2017, the Society launched a fundraising exercise, the
Granite Roots Appeal, to upgrade and update our service.
Members responded with amazing generosity – and, by
the end of the Appeal, over £90,000 had been raised by
donations, legacy and Gift Aid.  To all who contributed,
and who continue to donate, thank you so much.
In late October and early November 2018, our Centre was closed for two weeks to allow
the first stage of refurbishment: a new disabled toilet, upgraded kitchen area, lowered wall
in the Shop section, new carpets, new LED lighting and new computer points – as well as
a welcome paint job, and new blinds for the windows.  We now have a light and airy
Centre ground floor which promises to serve our members well.

Our next stage is to extend the LED lighting system
throughout, including the downstairs Library and the
back office, as well as to create a versatile
meeting/classroom facility and consider how best to
improve disabled access to our Centre.  The final
stage will include a computer-system upgrade.  It is
still a work in progress – but the money raised
through the Granite Roots Appeal will ensure an
improved service to all our members.

Thank you to all volunteers who helped to drive the plans forward and prepare the way for
the initial refurbishment.  A lot of dismantling, packing and storage was done before the
refurbishment – with the reverse required on completion.  Well done, all.  Most assuredly,
our thanks go to Bert Lawrie (no. 17901), who held on to his vision of an improved
Centre, directed all the planning, and helped us to reach this point.  Thank you all.
treasurer@anesfhs.org.uk J Maria Cameron No. 9680

Society Reports, News and Information
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Bert Lawrie, Barney Crockett,
Ronald Leith (left to right)

Christmas Social and 40th Anniversary
8th December 2018
It was decided that we hold our annual Christmas Social
in our newly refurbished Centre.  Despite some initial
concerns (food crumbs and wine-spills on freshly laid
carpeting!), we agreed that it was a special occasion – on
two counts.  As well as our grand reopening, we were
marking the 40th anniversary of the founding of our
Society.  In recognition of this, our long-serving
Secretary, Ronald Leith, invited the Lord Provost of
Aberdeen (Society member no. 10000), Barney Crockett,
to join us.  We were delighted that Barney accepted.
As a founding member (no. 39), Ron welcomed Barney officially and gave him a tour of
our whole Centre, including the library and back office.  Unlike the refurbishment, plans
for the Social had been a bit off-the-cuff – but a good number of volunteers and other
members attended, enjoyed each other’s company, provided plenty of food and drink and
made the Lord Provost very welcome. Thank you, Barney, for coming and staying to chat
with members – and thank you all for making the event a great success.
maria.cameron@anesfhs.org.uk J Maria Cameron No. 9680

Aberdeen’s Lord Provost with some Society committee members and other volunteers
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Members’ Meetings
Sarah Pedersen, “The Scottish Suffragettes”
20th October 2018
Professor Sarah Pedersen is a lecturer in Communications and Media at Robert Gordon
University in Aberdeen. In the 19th century, there were a number of Reform Acts which
resulted in 60% of men in Britain getting a parliamentary vote by 1900 – but no votes for
women.  From the 1860s onwards, women’s groups started to campaign.
The UK-wide National Union of Women’s Suffrage Societies (NUWSS), whose members
were known as suffragists, was active in Aberdeen from the 1870s onwards.  The
Women’s Social and Political Union (WSPU) was a women-only political movement and
leading militant organisation campaigning from 1903 to 1917 for women’s suffrage in the
UK. They were known as the Suffragettes and were led by Emmeline Pankhurst, whose
daughters Christabel, Sylvia and Adela were also involved.
Women went to political meetings and demanded the vote. In 1905, Christabel Pankhurst,
a trainee lawyer, and Annie Kenney, a millworker, disrupted a Liberal meeting in
Manchester and were arrested.  Annie spat on a policeman, and Christabel refused to pay
the fine, so they were imprisoned.  Press coverage was immense. When the Liberal Party
with Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman as Prime Minister came to power later in 1905,
women thought they would get the vote; but the Liberals said it would happen sometime in
the future. Christabel went to by-elections to tell electors not to vote for the Liberal Party.
Teresa Billington-Greig, a paid Suffragette (WSPU), was sent to Scotland.  Her meetings
were reported in the Scottish newspapers.  She was a brilliant speaker, and women flocked
to hear her encourage them to join the WSPU.  Helen Fraser joined in 1906 and became an
organiser of the Glasgow branch.  She addressed a crowd of men at Laurencekirk market
and tried to convince them not to vote Liberal, but they were not impressed.  They threw
stones and mud at her and tried to pull her down and duck her, but this did not deter her.
The Pankhursts visited Aberdeen several times.  In 1907, hundreds came to hear Annie
Kenney at an open-air meeting in the Castlegate. Suffragettes were “interfering in men’s
business”; they were “ugly and desperate” and hadn’t enough to do.  Mrs Pankhurst tried
to encourage bringing a more feminine view into politics, and asked speakers to dress up.
In 1907, the WSPU’s Aberdeen branch was formed. Caroline Phillips was one of very
few female journalists at that time.  She worked on the women’s pages of the Aberdeen
Free Press, which was Liberal, and the Aberdeen Daily Journal, which was Conservative.
She was also honorary secretary of the WSPU, which she ran from the Aberdeen Daily
Journal office – and this got her into trouble.  She was sent out to cover Suffragist and
Suffragette meetings. Liberals didn’t want her at their meetings, and a letter was sent
threatening to sack her for her actions. She put Aberdeen on the map.
Aberdeen Art Gallery holds a collection of her correspondence (currently in the Treasure
Hub while the Art Gallery is closed, but available on OpenAir@RGU).
The Edinburgh National Society for Women’s Suffrage held a procession in Edinburgh.
Thousands of women marched, halting the traffic. A group from Aberdeen had travelled
by train – and, because the arrangement of the various groups was alphabetical, the
Aberdeen group led the procession. It was a show of collective action, and very political.
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That autumn, the Suffragettes split.  Teresa Billington-Greig felt that Mrs Pankhurst’s
actions had become too militant, and she wrote to Caroline Phillips to say it was time
someone took over from Mrs Pankhurst.  Teresa and 40 others set up the Women’s
Freedom in Scotland League.  Caroline Phillips and Helen Fraser became members.
Anti-suffragists also held meetings.  They were against women getting the vote: “it sullied
them; their brains were too small; God wouldn’t like it; and married women would give
the vote to their sons”.  Lady Tullibardine, Duchess of Atholl, was their Scottish leader.
The Aberdeen Liberal Association invited Herbert Henry Asquith, Chancellor of the
Exchequer, to speak at a meeting in the Music Hall.  All women were to be banned from
the meeting, which angered the Women’s Liberal Association – but women were admitted
when Caroline Phillips wrote to promise no action by Aberdeen Suffragettes.  However,
the meeting was disrupted by Suffragettes led by Mrs Pankhurst.  She was becoming
suspicious of the Scottish Suffragettes, so she sacked Caroline Phillips in 1909, and Sylvia
Pankhurst took over. After that, no local leader was allowed the same independence.
Suffragettes were considered second-division criminals, with political prisoners being
first-division.  The first Suffragette to go on hunger strike was Marion Wallace Dunlop, to
become a political prisoner; but after four days she was allowed out.
In 1911, David Lloyd George was scheduled to speak in the Music Hall, and the Liberals
and police were afraid of disruption.  The building was searched, and four Suffragettes
were discovered.  Fanny Parker, Lord Kitchener’s niece, was arrested, but Emily Wilding
Davidson got away. At the station, she thought she saw Lloyd George, and she hit the
man with a whip.  She was arrested and imprisoned, and went on hunger strike.
By this time, force-feeding was being used in English prisons by way of a tube inserted
down the throat and thin gruel poured into it.  The tube would be used from one prisoner
to another without being cleaned.  A campaign was raised accusing the Government of
torturing women to death. The Suffragette actions became more militant, with bombing
and burning-down of buildings, including Ashley Road School, and of postboxes,
including one in Union Street.  Attacks were made on Burns’s Cottage and the Wallace
Memorial.  The violence was getting worse and causing the Government bad publicity.
The Government introduced the “Cat and Mouse” Act in 1913, which allowed for
prisoners who were in danger of dying from hunger-striking to be released early.  Once
they had recovered, they were recalled to prison, and the process started all over again.
The first woman to be force-fed in Scotland was arsonist Ethel Agnes Moorhead, from
Dundee.  Gruel was poured into her lungs, causing pneumonia.  Following this, a Centre
for Excellence for Force-Feeding was set up in Perth Prison.  A doctor from Peterhead
Prison took on the job of force-feeding.  The violence against the women was increasing.
At the outbreak of war in 1914, Mrs Pankhurst urged women to do war work on trams, in
munitions factories and in the Scottish Women’s Hospital for Foreign Service, which was
started by Elsie Inglis to treat the war-wounded.  She went to the War Office to offer the
service to Great Britain, but was turned down by an official who said to her: “My good
woman, go home and sit still”.  The hospitals, funded solely by the Suffragists, were
staffed by volunteers and were set up in France, Belgium, Russia and Serbia.
Ironically, the first Scottish female MP, in 1923, was Lady Tullibardine, leader of the
Scottish anti-suffragists.  Only from 1928 were all women aged over 21 allowed to vote.
kitcorall@gmail.com Kit Corall No. 1000
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David Fleming, “Piscies, Stonies and Families”
17th November 2018
Our speaker, David Fleming, was born in Hertfordshire but educated at Glasgow Academy
and St Andrews University. His working career was in information, and in retirement he
is Buildings Convener and a vestry member of the Scottish Episcopal Church of St James
the Great in Stonehaven – the subject of his talk. His research into the history of the
church and its associated families is ongoing.
In a brief outline of the origins of the Episcopal Church in Scotland, David noted that
Aberdeen saw the birth in 1764 of the Anglican community in North America, with the
consecration of Bishop Seabury in Bishop Skinner’s house in the now-vanished Longacre
(off Broad Street). That this happened in Scotland rather than England was due to the
freedom the Scottish Episcopalian Church had in not being the established Church here.
The Scottish Episcopal Church’s actual birth dates to the bloodless “Glorious Revolution”
of 1689, when the joint Protestant monarchs, William and Mary, replaced the Stuart
Roman Catholic James II. Because of the Scottish Episcopal Church’s loyalty to the
House of Stuart and its adherence to rule by bishops, William promoted the Presbyterian
denomination as the established Church in Scotland. As a result, the Scottish Parliament
included the Episcopalians in their increasingly penal laws against “Papists”.
Describing the early years of Episcopalianism in Stonehaven, David told how, as the
churches became Presbyterian with the death of the Dunnottar priest Gilbert Keith in 1709
and the “gentle ejection” of the Fetteresso priest Gideon Guthrie in 1710, the displaced
Episcopalians held their meetings first in the Tolbooth, then by 1737, when money and
“sense of congregation” allowed, in their first chapel. This was built in the High Street,
where the Cool Gourmet restaurant now stands. This chapel was destroyed by the Duke of
Cumberland in 1745, and meetings were held in the homes of Major Thomson and Peter
Christian from around 1749–50. From 1757, two congregations of Episcopalians existed
in Scotland: the “high church”, supportive of the Jacobite cause, and the “low church”,
loyal to the Hanoverian monarchy. In the two Stonehaven chapels, the first priests were
the Rev. Alexander Greig (“high church”) and the Rev. Robert Memess (“low church”).
Until the present chapel was built in 1875, the congregations met in seven different sites in
the town.  Being an Episcopal priest had its dangers: in 1748, three priests were prosecuted
for “criminal libel” and sent to the Tolbooth for six months. By 1792, penal laws against
the non-jurors, who refused to swear loyalty to the Hanoverian monarchy, had been
repealed; and in 1804 the Synod of Laurencekirk accepted the 39 Articles of the Church of
England. After Bonnie Prince Charlie’s son died in 1807, the Episcopalians were free to
acknowledge the legitimacy of the Hanoverian George III. This led to the merging of the
“high” and “low” branches. By 1815, the two congregations in Stonehaven had merged,
the chapel on the site of Keith Lodge in Cameron Street was sold, and the High Street
chapel became the sole Episcopalian chapel in the town.
An Episcopal School was opened in 1851 and operated until 1941. The building of the
new St James’s (now Grade 1 listed) was begun in 1875, with the nave completed by
1877. A Wadsworth organ was installed in 1882, with half the funding coming from the
Carnegie Trust. In 1885, the chancel and sanctuary were opened, the organ was relocated
from the nave, and the church was consecrated, meaning that all costs had been paid. In
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1904, a baptistery was opened. Seventy years later, the Church built a hall and opened an
Abbeyfield House for the elderly.
Stonehaven is fortunate in having a list of all its priests, or Rectors, since 1688. The more
“high church” persuasion had unmarried priests, so there is little family history other than
social interconnections. Some served only for short periods, but some enjoyed a long
tenure. Freer times did not prevent the Rev. John Hutchison from being dismissed for
“contumacy” in 1846. His crime, a “stubborn refusal to obey or comply with authority”,
was failure to attend Synod and contempt of their authority. When he was suspended, he
took civil court action (which was against his priestly vows) and wrote contemptuously of
Bishop Moir, who eventually pronounced that he was no longer a priest. Hutchison was
replaced by the Rev. Alexander Penrose Forbes, who later became bishop.
The Wadsworth organ was built by John Wardle. This engineer’s son from Manchester
was apprenticed aged 13 to Edward Wadsworth, organ-builder. In 1876, he arrived in
Aberdeen, where he lived in Loch Street.  In 1881–2, he sold and installed the organ in St
James’s – one of around 160 organs he built, mainly in North-East Scotland. Around then,
he married his childhood sweetheart, Ellen Wrigley, and became organist and choirmaster
at St James’s.  The couple had three children, two of whom died unmarried.  The third,
Arthur, a piano-tuner, died of Spanish ’flu in 1918, shortly before his own son Arthur was
born. His descendants still live in the area.
St James’s, Stonehaven, has some Episcopal family records dating back to the 1750s,
although these are neither indexed nor online. Perhaps the most interesting source is the
“Burns Bible”, from 1735 or earlier. Inscriptions show that it belonged to George Straiton
or Straton, whose family went to Jamaica in the 1740s. George’s daughter Anne married a
Cushnie, and their daughter Anne married a Robert Burnes. The Burnes family farmed at
Clochnahill, Glenbervie, just south of Stonehaven – and William Burnes moved eventually
to Ayrshire and became the father of Robert Burns, our national bard. The Bible went
down the Cushnie family and eventually belonged to Dr Andrew Morrison in 1910. A
family of Cushnies came from Jamaica to visit Stonehaven in 2017.
St James’s is fortunate to have such continuity of Episcopal records. This is being
celebrated with two permanent exhibitions opening in the spring of 2019. One will cover
the 300 years of Episcopal history, with artefacts of Bibles, silver and pewter belonging to
the church, and the context of these. The second will cover John Wardle’s 58-year career
as organist, and Wadsworth & Co.’s business, and show what is special about pipe organs.
David is happy to be contacted (david.w.fleming@surescribe.com); and St James’s Church
has its own website (http://www.stjames-stonehaven.org.uk/).
jmbyth1@btinternet.com Janet M Byth No. 2882

Beginners’ Meeting
19th January 2019
Chairman Stuart Petrie presented the annual Beginners’ Meeting. There was a relatively
small attendance, but a good proportion were just starting on their family research. Stuart
concentrated on how to get the best out of online resources and of the facilities available at
our King Street centre. A handout was provided which listed the main genealogical
websites for Scottish research.
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Moray/Banff Group Report
In November, our Group was treated to an excellent talk by David Fowler on local War
Memorials.  David has done a considerable amount of research on these and on the local
“tee-names” – and the number of members who were keen to ask questions at the end was
a testament to the interest he had generated.
December had us gathered for our annual Christmas Social, with mince pies and a good
natter about genealogical problems.  Ruth provided quizzes to tax the brain!
Dates have been booked for the 2019–20 calendar, with a wide variety of interesting topics
to extend our genealogical expertise.
If you are starting or reviving your family-history research in 2019, why not come along to
one of our meetings?  We meet in the Activities Room in Elgin Library on the first
Saturday of each month (not July or August) from 2pm to 4pm.  Check the details on the
Society’s website (https://anesfhs.org.uk/meetings-events/moray-banff-meetings).
Thank you to all who came to any of our meetings in 2018.  You have all made excellent
contributions – and I hope you have found it interesting, informative and enjoyable!
moray.banff@anesfhs.org.uk Mary Evans No. 1975

—oOo—

Glasgow Group Meetings
On 17th November 2018, our invited speaker was Duncan Dornan, who has since 2015
been Head of Museums and Collections at Glasgow Life.  We had expected a talk on
“Rural and farming life” with a nod to North-East Scotland, but instead we received a
well-illustrated and wide-ranging overview of Glasgow museums and collections, which
was nevertheless highly informative and interesting in its own right.
With luck, this issue of the Journal should reach you in time for our next meeting, on
Saturday 16th February.  Our speaker is the very popular and experienced genealogist
Ken Nisbet, with the latest version of his ever-useful talk on “Family-history research
using local and national newspapers”.  More and more old newspapers are coming online
all the time, and there are many ways in which they can shed light on your research.
On 18th May, our annual Members’ Day has as its theme “Experiences of genealogical
DNA-testing” – a great opportunity to learn more, and perhaps tell your own story so far.
The Diary page and the website show our future meetings, to which all are welcome.
glasgow@anesfhs.org.uk Ivor Normand No. 4161

—oOo—

Edinburgh Group Reports
Chris Paton, “Tracing Scottish family history before 1800”
10th November 2018
Chris is a very popular, accomplished – and busy! – genealogist, broadcaster, researcher,
writer, blogger and speaker.  He’s a Northern Irishman based in Largs, and his Scottish
ancestry doesn’t stretch to the North-East; but even the most family-history-phobic would
be inspired by his entertaining style, infectious enthusiasm, wide-ranging knowledge and
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Have you got the relevant parish map for your research?
We publish a set of Parish Maps (codes MCxxx on our website).  There are 15 covering all of
Scotland, with adjacent counties grouped together.  MC040 covers the historic counties of
Aberdeenshire, Banffshire, Moray, Kincardineshire and Nairnshire.  Each sheet costs £1.
They show the dates for which OPRs exist for each parish – Baptisms, Proclamations as to
Marriage, and sometimes Death or Burial records.
These are A3 sheets which we can fold loosely around your Family Record.  Up to three maps
can usually be added without increasing the postage.
Ask about your parish map of interest whenever you order any book.
publications@anesfhs.org.uk Gay Murton No. 2127

This came in on 18th January from a delighted member:
Hello, Gay,
MANY THANKS for Family Record book and two very useful parish maps (wish I’d got those a
year or two ago!!), which arrived today.

humorous anecdotes and discoveries.  An hour was nowhere near long enough; and indeed
we got more like 80 minutes.  Even the staff member who brought our tea/coffee was
spotted hanging back to take in some of the show.
Rather than give a printed handout, Chris referred us to http://bit.ly/Scotland1800 for his
extremely thorough six-page run-down of the subject, including over 30 weblinks.  Other
short-form URLs are http://bit.ly/Pre1841, for Colin R. Chapman, Pre-1841 Censuses &
Population Listings in the British Isles, 5th edn (1998); http://bit.ly/retours1530 (freely
available on Google Books and LDS FamilySearch); and http://bit.ly/retours1700 (not
searchable, so you’ll need to browse through this).  All are well worth investigating.
Records held at Kew are predominantly English rather than British; but always check all
catalogues just in case.  After also showing us some of the gems he’d discovered in Kirk
Session records and elsewhere on his roguish ancestors’ doings, Chris freely answered
questions before and during tea/coffee and biscuits.  We’ll certainly have him back.

Valerie Reilly, “Fashion through the lens: dating historical photographs”
19th January 2019
Valerie, a retired Textiles Curator at Paisley Museum, gave us a well-illustrated and very
thorough overview of photographic processes and clothing fashions from the mid-19th

century down to the First World War.  The website www.fashion-era.com is particularly
recommended, as is Jayne Shrimpton’s book Family Photographs and How to Date Them.
This talk was previously given to our Glasgow Group in October 2017; and a report is in
Journal 145 (November 2017).  If you have (re)joined the Society since then, you can read
any of our Journals in the members-only section of our website (Journal inside front cover
has instructions).  Log in, then select “Home” and then the “Journals” option.
The Journal’s Diary page and the Society’s website (and your new Membership Card for
2019) show details of our meetings, to which everyone is always welcome.  We’re pleased
to see a range of regular attendees, new members and non-members coming along.
edinburgh@anesfhs.org.uk Ivor Normand No. 4161
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Historic Environment Scotland Group Visit
On Monday 14th January, a dozen members from our Glasgow and Edinburgh Groups had
a guided tour of Historic Environment Scotland’s main stores and public searchroom in
Edinburgh. HES is the umbrella body for a wide range of organisations and resources of
interest and use to anyone interested in Scottish local, social and family history.
Under its Historic Scotland brand, HES is the lead public body established to investigate,
care for and promote Scotland’s historic environment – i.e. it is concerned with the built
heritage, so houses anything you want to know about buildings and sites of significant
interest. Also coming under its purview are NCAP (the National Collection of Aerial
Photography) and SCRAN (Scottish Cultural Resources Access Network) – one of the
largest online educational services, with access to digital materials including photographs,
moving images and sounds. CANMORE is the online catalogue and provides access to
over 300,000 pieces of information.

Neil Fraser, Public Services Manager,
welcomed us with refreshments and a short
talk before leading us into the large, cool
storeroom. Oh my! Rotary shelving units up
to the high ceilings were filled with boxes of
maps, plans and sundry documents relating to
buildings all over Scotland. Many are
donated when architects’ firms close or run
out of room to store older plans. Others come
from government departments.

As to the interest in these, Neil told us that unusual and frequent requests are coming from
Europe: when new buildings are planned in Germany, for instance, HES would be asked
for documents relating to RAF bombing runs during the Second World War to help local
teams with safely excavating sites prior to laying foundations.
Next, in the conservation room, Emma Buchholz showed us some of the problems they
have to deal with – an antique, ripped and mouldy drawing which she and her team have to
save. The temperature is cool to slow down the degenerative process, and there is the
most enormous shallow sink for washing paper (yes, really), as well as a smaller table with
a built-in vacuum hose to suck out moisture.
Emma took us up to see the newly refurbished storeroom for photographic items. There
are over 20,000 glass plates; and the oldest item in the collection dates from the 1840s.
We saw the ingenious ways HES stores photos and negatives – and we are grateful for
details of their suppliers below (I have used one of them, Preservation Equipment Ltd, and
can highly recommend them). We were pleased to see that all photos have been inscribed
with details on the back, just as we all do with our family snaps! Emma suggested 2B
pencils are the best to use, as they don’t smudge, press through or rub off accidentally.
Finally, we headed up to the Public Search Room, where Dawn Evers had laid out various
items from the vast collection which she thought would be of interest. Plans, architectural
drawings, paintings, photo albums and books relating to the North-East, and a few from
Edinburgh and Glasgow thrown in for good measure! There were two computers set up
ready for us to use, and staff were on hand to help us to search the various linked sites.
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Personally, a highlight was the series of documents for Craigends House at Houston in
Renfrewshire: a beautiful watercolour painting of an architect’s impression of the house –
a sort of sales pitch from the 1850s, two old photographs of the completed building, a
couple of aerial shots and then, sadly, recent aerial shots showing a modern housing estate
in place of Craigends after it was demolished in 1971. Very poignant. Ivor seemed very
taken with a photograph album of “County [Country] House Parties”! It is a collection of
photographs, ranging from Udny Castle to Ireland, from a truly
bygone age (c. 1903–12), with autographs of the guests, and little
illustrations and poems on almost every page! The rest of our
group were studiously busy on the computers, or looking through
the some of vast book collections, including an escorted visit to
the adjacent Rare Books Room.
After such an enjoyable tour, we were exhausted and were forced to retire to a local
hostelry for a very fine late lunch! We discussed our excellent visit, current educational
standards in Scotland – and of course genealogy!
HES is online at https://www.historicenvironment.scot (for general enquiries, tel. 0131
668 8600). The public searchroom (John Sinclair House, 16 Bernard Terrace, Edinburgh
EH8 9NX) is open Tuesday–Friday, 9:30am–4:30pm (Mondays are reserved for booked
groups). Although you can just drop in, it is advised that to maximise your visit you check
the website before your trip, and order items to be ready for you.  Orders are processed in
the searchroom twice a day, at 10:30am and 2pm.
Conservation by Design Ltd: http://www.cxdglobal.com
Preservation Equipment Ltd: https://www.preservationequipment.com

akahattie@hotmail.com Sally Low No. 1441
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Editorial
This issue of our Journal has a bumper amount of Society Reports, News and Information,
leaving less room than usual in the Articles section.  The Journal’s size is restricted, for
which we can blame swingeing postal prices and annual increases.  Articles in hand will
be held over to the next issue that has space available.
These don’t yet include a Feature Parish article.  Feel free to research and write one!  I can
supply a list of the 30 parishes featured in our Journals so far (2007–13, 2014, 2018), by
15 different authors.  You can read these articles, and anything else in our entire back run
of Journals, in the members-only section of our website (instructions on inside front cover
of each Journal).  Once you’ve logged in, select “Home” and then the “Journals” option.
Our Journal relies more on members’ submissions than on commissioning specific work.
We do try to turn members’ requests into Journal items, but with mixed success.  For
example, in 2017, a member in the USA asked for interviews with experienced local
genealogists who have published books.  Alas, our enquiries have drawn a blank so far.
Have you reached a “brick wall” in some aspect of your family-history research?  Who
hasn’t?!  The Queries section is where you can ask for help from the entire readership of
our Journal.  This section used to be very popular – but strangely we receive few valid
Queries these days.  Contrary to widespread belief, it’s not all out there on the Internet!
Also in the members-only section of our website, the Members’ Forum is for exchanging
Q&A on Brick Walls, Surname Interests, DNA Forum, Suggestion Box and much else
besides.  Items from “Brick Walls” occasionally feature in our Journal for lack of other
Queries being received.  Don’t be shy – give us a try.  And, if you’re really stuck, you can
always ask our Research Dept volunteers for help (though there can be a backlog).
I’m always extolling the virtues of Record of Ancestors charts.  This issue’s centrefold
chart is for a member who unfortunately died soon after sending it and the accompanying
article to us.  Whether or not you have a story to tell about your research, please always
send the latest snapshot of your Ancestor Chart – however incomplete – to the Society for
indexing (see p. 44).  Our system for these charts is still being revamped, but they’re yet
another invaluable resource for discovering and sharing family-history information.
As ever, I thank all contributors – and I look forward to hearing from you, whether with
feedback as a “Letter to the Editor” or in any other context.
journal@anesfhs.org.uk Ivor Normand No. 4161

—oOo—

Library Report
School magazines are a very useful but often overlooked family-history resource. These
may contain photographs of your relatives, poems or prose written by them, or details of
academic and sporting achievements.  The Former Pupils section and the Personalia and
Obituaries sections can often give you more details of what they did once they left school.
In the Society’s library, we have magazines for three Aberdeen schools.  Robert Gordon’s
College was, and still is, a fee-paying school, but they now admit girls as well as boys.
They provide primary and secondary education.  The Grammar School for Boys and the
High School for Girls are both now co-educational, comprehensive schools.  The
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Grammar has kept its name, the High is now Harlaw Academy, and since the 1970s they
have provided secondary education only.
We have a complete run of High School magazines from the first magazine issued in 1926
up to the present day.  Holdings for the other two schools are less complete – for the
Grammar we have a few in the 1930s, and then an almost complete run to the 1990s; for
Gordon’s we have a magazine for 1947, and then magazines from the 1950s to the 1980s.
The school records which are held in the City Archives at Dunbar Street are also very
useful.  There are records for most Aberdeen and North-East schools.  These give details
of the child’s name and address, date of birth, name of parent or guardian, dates of starting
and leaving school, and sometimes, if you’re lucky, reason for leaving school, which may
include further education or employment.  Check the Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire City
Archives website to see whether they have records of the school you’re interested in, and
then phone for an appointment.  There may be restrictions on records under 100 years old.
And if you’re thinking of clearing out, please throw any school magazines our way!  We
would be delighted to have them.  The first High School magazine appared in 1926, but
the Former Pupils Club produced Annual Reports from 1899 to 1925, and we would love
to have those, as well as any earlier magazines from the other two schools.  We would also
be interested in magazines from other schools in the North-East.
library@anesfhs.org.uk Margie Mellis No. 2090

—oOo—

Publications Report 2018
It’s chew-the-end-of-my-biro time again (where did 2018 go?). There are only so many
ways of listing items produced and saying “thank you”!
The Monumental Inscriptions item for 2018 was for Forgue parish: the burial grounds of
the Church of Scotland and St Margaret’s Episcopal churches. Forgue was the location of
a Society outing in the summer, with assistance from members of the Friends of Forgue
Kirk. Many thanks to all involved with this, and for the all-important ongoing work in the
background by Gavin Bell (no. 4085) and his various helpers in preparing new titles.
Otherwise it was a year of reprints. Where size allows, many are now done “in house”
(thank you, John) in small print-runs. Otherwise, McKenzie Print of Dyce handle greater
quantities. The MIs for Deeside graveyards seem to be particularly popular with outlets
from Banchory to Braemar. Do please let me know of any venue – anywhere! – with a
friendly manager/buyer, and I’ll visit wearing my marketing hat to spread the word of our
Society and the work we do.  Just what would family-history research be without the MIs?
The other title produced – at last – was Vets in Uniform, 1841–1941: Aberdeenshire’s
Veterinary Surgeons in the Armed Forces by Sandi Howie (no. 12851). Thank you, Sandi,
for your patience with me in preparing this for publication; and also to Stuart of McKenzie
Print for dealing with several requested alterations.
Both titles will be distributed this month to those of you who have Standing Orders; and
review copies are being sent to appropriate outlets. As always, I end with sincere thanks
to everyone connected in any way at all to the preparation and production of our titles – it
can’t be said often enough. We’ll just wait for the orders to come in now, please …
jean.shirer@anesfhs.org.uk Jean Shirer No. 14
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Publications List Update
Please see the Society’s website under the “Publications” tab for a list of all publications
that we produce or sell, and for how to order.
Aberdeen & NE Scotland FHS
AA119 Crathie MIs (revised price) £3·00 70gms
AA079 Forgue MIs (with St Margaret’s Episcopal) £7·50 200gms
AA571 Vets in Uniform, 1841–1941: Aberdeenshire’s Veterinary

Surgeons in the Armed Forces.  S Howie.
£6·00 250gms

Other Societies
AQ150 Cullen Public Cemetery MIs, with Deskford Public Cemetery,

Cullen War Memorial and historical and memorial miscellany.
Vol. 1 of 2.  Moray Burial Ground Research Group.

£12·70 350gms

AJ090 Urquhart War Memorial and Poor Register for Urquhart Parish,
1845–1906.  S Farrell.

£9·00 230gms

Local and Military
LP144 Deer Abbey, 2nd edn.  MW Melville. £3·25 80gms
LT097 Old Bucksburn, Bankhead and Stoneywood: collection of old

photographs.  P Newman.
£10·95 180gms

GM033 A Crew that Time Forgot: Rubislaw to Ruhleben.  M Mellis; D
Black.  Story of the imprisoned crew and passengers of the SS
Rubislaw, which sailed from Aberdeen to Hamburg in July 1914.

£9·99 350gms

jean.shirer@anesfhs.org.uk Jean Shirer  No. 14
—oOo—

Events Report 2018
Jottings on Geographical Jaunts coming up. Well, I have to grab your interest with a
catchy title, don’t I?
Fewer events were attended in 2018 by the Travelling Bookstall: 13 in total, compared
with 17 in 2017. Strangely enough, though, the amount taken in sales was comparatively
better. But, as I often tell myself, the success of the venture doesn’t necessarily lie with
the resulting amount of money.  It’s all about meeting folk, publicising the Society and
chatting about research, giving guidance on resources.
In a nutshell, then, here’s Shirer’s Family-History Tour, kicking off with the SAFHS
Conference in Glenrothes in April 2018; then in order –
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 BA Country Fair, Lyne of Skene
 South Ayrshire History and Family-History Fair, Troon
 Family-History Fair in York (love this one! a chance to meet relatives and

good friends, with a bit of holiday before and after)
 Highland Fling, Braemar Castle
 Aboyne Games
 Booksellers’ Fair, Ballater
 Monthly Market, Fraserburgh (a new venue for me – very well organised,

and I might go back this year)
 Braemar Games
 Open day at Victoria Hall, Ballater
 Doors Open Day, Town House, Aberdeen
 Lanarkshire Family-History Fair, Motherwell
 and another Booksellers’ Fair in Aberdeen.

The first event in 2019 is the SAFHS Conference in Wick (see Diary page). I’m really
looking forward to this one, and mean to make a short holiday of it. If any members in the
area can help out, for however short a time on the day, I’d be very grateful.
Don’t forget to place any orders with me well in advance of any Diary event advertised,
for personal delivery and to save postage. I hope to meet several new faces.
jean.shirer@anesfhs.org.uk Jean Shirer No. 14

—oOo—
Book Reviews
Michael Dey, The Granite City: Aberdeen’s Granite Industry
(Amberley Publishing, 2018).  Paperback: 96pp, £14.99, ISBN 978-
1-4456-8437-6.  eBook: 978-1-4456-8438-3.
The author is no stranger to Aberdeen and the North-East: in the
University, as a graduate, then serving time in the Aberdeen museum
service, he now draws on his local knowledge and on national and
international archives for this book, covering the 18th to the early 20th

centuries in five chapters. Each focuses on a different aspect of the granite industry:
“Scotch Stones, Cassies and Tarmacadam”; “There Winna be a Stone Wintit oot o’ yer
Quarry”; “Sublime Classicism, Ruinous Dwellings and Lofty Tenements”; “Caa’in the Big
Wheel, Steam and Imperial Polish”; and “Bringing Material from All Ends of the Earth”.
From his extensive academic interests in the social and industrial fields, he reveals the
development of the industry for which Aberdeen and the North-East are justly famous.
Throughout, he tells the story in a highly interesting and readable format for the ordinary
reader, with well-placed illustrations. There is no doubt that granite quarry-owners and
their products put Aberdeen on the world map long before the oil industry.
The astonishing range and diversity within the granite industry is revealed here: its named
movers and shakers, their various quarries, entrepreneurial approaches, new developments
in processes such as innovative machinery, and adapting to the changing sources of power
to drive the machines and exploit the new design capabilities and techniques.  Products
were astutely developed to help the granite companies to progress with the times and be
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Perhaps the last skip lifted, and
abandoned, at Tillyfourie Quarry
(between Alford and Monymusk)

competitive internationally. The constantly expanding range demonstrates a strong focus
on forward thinking and ability to exploit new markets, including even granite jewellery.
This last I can vouch for.  Among my own North-East Hoat/Howat/Howitt forebears, one
horse-owner is recorded in the 1798 Men of Lower Deeside; then they were farmers at
Standing Stones and Stoneyburn, while some became carters on farms, then later appeared
within the quarrying world, still as carters, and flourished as stable-owners. Granny
Howitt’s family had
passed down to my
mother a brooch of
blue/grey shades within
an oval bronze setting,
but with a broken pin by
the time I inherited it.  In
my ignorance, I’d
thought it to be plastic …
until I realised plastic
had yet to be invented at
that time! However,
page 53 of this book
shows an advertisement
for granite jewellery,
thus confirming the
brooch’s likely origins.
Family history is indeed an education – and this slim
volume is indispensable if one wants to learn the full
story of the granite industry in Aberdeen and
surrounding areas. Indeed, their story is a revelation to
this reader/reviewer, and I believe this small,
informative and highly readable book will be of great
value to those with an interest in this field.
Images are reproduced here by kind permission of
Amberley Publishing Ltd.  They, and Pen & Sword (see
next review), are keen to have books reviewed in family-
history journals such as ours!  Apply to our Journal
editor for details.
betty.jomac@gmail.com Elizabeth Jordan No. 18139

Susan Major, Female Railway Workers in World War II (Barnsley: Pen & Sword
Transport, 2018).  ISBN 9781526703088
“I cannot offer them a delightful life”, said Ernest Bevan in 1941 as he called on women to
help the war effort.  This book certainly delivers a delightful read: it is social history at its
best, on a topic we think we know about until the author takes us on this lively journey
from the coming of the trains to the development of the rail networks, the attendant job
opportunities and, ultimately, a source of emancipation for women. Never tedious, it is
packed full of details from a range of sources, including women’s first-hand stories of
their experiences in a man’s world.
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Although there is general information on LMS and LNER, including female workers in a
wide range of occupations, there is no specific slant or information on the North-East of
Scotland. But readers will be able to make links and apply the copious information as it
fits their own and their family’s experience of “the railway”. The text flows, and the
photographs, cartoons and bills add interesting support. For those with a more serious
purpose, the Reference section is especially rewarding.
A few women had worked in the railway industry before the 20th century, but the use of
telecommunication instruments and typing paved the way for more opportunities besides
women’s usual roles in the posh railway hotels. An account of setting up the dining room
for the horse-owners at the Grand National is a gem – privilege at its highest, but with staff
loving every minute of their contribution to making it a truly grand occasion.
The advent of war intensified the rate of change and opportunities. As men were called
up, their jobs were filled initially by childless married women and young girls. Training
was on the hoof, largely by observing what men did but without the proper protective
clothing, even in the riveters’ domain with furnace heat, flying sparks and red-hot nails.
Women were paid less and had no separate toilet facilities until they demanded parity.
Interactions with male colleagues indicate a variety of attitudes prevalent at the time, but
overall the picture is of a world in rapid change and most folk trying to make the best of it.
Trains had become the country’s lifeline, with coherence, order and stability in the supply
networks.  Door-to-door deliveries were commonplace before the rise of lorries and cars,
so the horse and cart and the handcart were still needed; women worked with both. One
touching story is from a railway mobile canteen worker who served hot drinks to men
returning from Dunkirk, and voluntarily took their scribbled messages with addresses to be
sent as telegrams to their wives, mothers and sweethearts to let them know of safe arrival
home. Often the money to pay for the telegram was wrapped up inside the notes, and
when there was none she and her colleagues made sure they still got sent. The sadness of
war is evident, especially when the women saw the destruction after direct hits on stations,
marshalling yards and the main cathedrals in the towns where they served.
For those who enjoy statistics, there are plenty here.  The range of occupations that the
93,000 women in 1944 filled is very broad: from serving at tables to servicing machinery,
carrying bags to carrying racing pigeons, crane-driving to setting signal lamps at the tops
of high poles in the blackout, cleaning carriages to restoring engines, waving flags to
footplate duties, blowing whistles to staffing level crossings, working long hours to
managing shifts, dealing with animals, rats and humans to still looking after the family
when married women were allowed (i.e. needed) to fill the 100,000 empty jobs. Sexist
language abounded, but still women won respect, friendship and sometimes the hearts of
the men they worked with. When the war ended and the men returned, the women “got
their books” with no pension rights and often not even a thank-you. But they did get a lot
from the experience – camaraderie, sorority, looking out for, standing in for, helping out,
taking over new tasks, flexibility – all engendered a sense of worth and achievement and
of “all in it together”; the term “a family” is often quoted.
I can recommend this book wholeheartedly as a good read, as a distinct source of an
important aspect of our social history, and in showing positive aspects of a terrible war.
betty.jomac@gmail.com Elizabeth Jordan No. 18139
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Broad Street Project
The Broad Street Project arose from a meeting between Bert Lawrie (a volunteer at King
Street) and the city councillor whom he invited to visit our Centre in September 2017 as
part of our Granite Roots Appeal. The councillor encouraged us to apply to the Council
for a grant towards the appeal, and together we decided to focus on Broad Street, as it was
undergoing a massive redevelopment due to open in summer 2018. Our offer to develop
an exhibition was welcomed, and we set a completion target of spring 2018.
A group of Society volunteers then discussed what was possible and decided to focus on a
small number of families who lived in Broad Street during the 1911 census and a small
number of businesses that were operating there.
Selecting the research groups
A number of us had been involved in transcribing the Scotland’s People 1911 census data
into a readable and accessible format that all members can access free of charge. We used
the data collected by members as our starting point for selecting the families.
The Post Office Directory for 1911 also provided a list of businesses that operated in
Broad Street.  We chose businesses on the basis of being well known across Aberdeen:
many who viewed the exhibition would have memories of using these shops.
We e-mailed volunteers, asking if they had family who lived in Broad Street in the years
1911–20. Within a few weeks, we had contact with members who were willing to share
information, family photographs and business materials. In the end, we had to decline a
few families and businesses, as we didn’t have the volunteers or time to include them all.
The Broad Street Project objectives
From the outset, we always wanted to focus on the “educational” aspect of the project.
Yes, we wanted to tell a story about the families and businesses – but just as important was
to encourage others to undertake their own family-history research and to give them
pointers on resources available. We ourselves are aware of how much information is
available but is often confusing to those new to researching their family.
All Society volunteers meet people visiting our Centre who have had an enduring interest
in researching their family but, having tried, have given up. We also meet people who
have wasted money on online research, leading them up dead ends or into “brick walls”.
The exhibition was an opportunity to demonstrate ANESFHS’s work to a wide audience –
and we hoped it might lead to an increase in our membership.
We wanted to examine where people came from (including births/marriages/deaths) and
how the businesses we chose had grown and developed. With families and firms alike, we
also wanted to explore where they went after 1920. We thought this might be a tall order
– but in the end this gave us the most pleasure, as we were able to make connections and
feel part of their family, yielding some insight into what had become of them.
With the families selected, we wanted to tell a real story about life and times, opportunities
and heartache. All too often, we see the early 20th century through “rose-tinted glasses” –
but what we discovered was illegitimate births, marriage and remarriage; and all the
people whom we studied had suffered sudden loss and change. Many also demonstrated
how individuals were able to adapt to change and take opportunities to grow and develop;
and we were able to show this in each of the posters in our exhibition.
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The research study
The four businesses selected were fascinating, and the research showed how individuals
worked hard, grew their businesses and took clear advantage of opportunities that came
their way. According to our research on census data, many owners moved their homes to
better areas in town, acquiring bigger houses and servants as their business grew.
The Valuation Rolls of 1915 told us a lot about who owned what.  The shop where they
traded may not have been the one they owned. Although most owned shop property, two
businesses rented adjacent shops and in turn rented out their own to another business.
Taking the opportunity to rent smaller premises, then renting (presumably when rents were
lower), must have given them income which allowed them to grow their existing business.
Coutts the Chemist rented his shop store to another business and rented out the flats above
his shop. We were greatly helped by having all the shop accounts and photographs from a
Society member. Of real interest was the development of dispensing medicines over the
years. James Coutts also traded extensively with the islands and, around this time, was
developing proprietary over-the-counter medicines. When he had first established his
shop, with help from his brother who was a doctor, there were 55 chemists in Aberdeen,
and competition was fierce; but having access to James Coutts’s business accounts also
demonstrated that they were trading and selling medicines to each other.
In 1911, there were few established medicines available, and most were made up in the
shop. Morphine and cannabis for pain-relief were legally available to purchase over the
counter by adults or children. Aspirin was a fairly recent innovation, and premature death
from infections was common – reflected in the changes in family composition in our trawl
through previous census data.
A. B. Hutchison, a well-known baker, owned property in Broad Street but had moved to
an adjacent shop, which he rented.  He had opened a number of shops across Aberdeen, all
supplied by his main bakery in Crooked Lane.  Born illegitimate, he acquired the middle
name of Burnet later in life and became a town councillor and President of the Seven
Incorporated Trades of Aberdeen.  His portrait hangs in Trinity Hall in Holburn Street.
Esslemont & Macintosh, an iconic department store in Aberdeen, has its own book, A
Store of Memories, and we were able to access this material as well as talk to Norman
Esslemont, who still runs a few small shops in Aberdeen. Peter Esslemont had set up the
business with William Macintosh in 1873; but, following William’s death in 1913, the
Esslemont family took over the stewardship, and they ran it until 2005. The shop staff
were well treated by the family, and we gained valuable insight into shopping habits from
the numerous adverts we found.
The James Mutch business still trades today from King Street, and we were able to access
valuable information from the directors. The original owner tragically died in an accident
with a Corporation tram in 1838, and his wife joined the board and served them well for a
number of years.  Their daughters’ families are still represented on the board. We had
good access to some original catalogues and other materials, including copies of letters
travellers sent to potential customers prior to the availability of the telephone.
With these four businesses, we had gathered enough material to have warranted a separate
exhibition – but all told similar stories of individuals who had started with little or nothing
and had worked hard to grow and develop their business. Early on, we decided to include
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a poster on a fifth business, Aberdeen Journals, as they are a source of much valuable
material for family-history researchers. The Journals had sadly lost most of their glass
negatives on moving from Broad Street when it was redeveloped in the 1960s to build the
unloved concrete Town House.  Coutts the Chemist, A. B. Hutchison and James Mutch
also moved at the same time, leaving only E&M who were able to remain. Ironically, the
Journals’ office has moved back into the new Marischal Square – the latest development to
hit Broad Street, now that the Town House has been demolished.
The four families chosen told a similar story of surviving through adversity and tragedy, as
well as reflecting the move of people from countryside to city.  From old photographs, we
had assumed that Broad Street was full of tenements and that there would be lots of people
to choose from. We were mistaken, as most people lived above the shops but their house
entrances were in the numerous lanes that led off from Broad Street.
We reviewed the census information and chose a number of families to start with.  After
initial research, we chose John Calder, a council lamplighter, and the Grants/Greenfields,
as they appeared to be a family that had changed over the years. We also selected two
people from the university on whom we had access to material from Society members.
John Lumsden Calder shared his name with his son, father and grandfather; and his great-
grandfather was John Calder who married a Mary Lumsden, illustrating the traditional
“naming rule” often forgotten in family-history research. The Calders opened a dance
school in Rose Street that operated “below the radar” for 40 years: though known about by
countless people who learned their dancing skills there, the school never advertised or was
mentioned in the local press.
The Grant/Greenfield family were arguably the most interesting, and in family-history
research terms the most fascinating to study. David Greenfield had married in 1880 and
had a child before emigrating to America, where his first wife and second child died. He
returned to Aberdeen and married a Josephine Bonnieman from Turriff in 1885.  They
went on to have more children until David died in 1898. Josephine remarried the much
younger James Grant in 1900 and had a few more children. James Grant’s place and date
of birth and his parents’ names appear to be a work of fiction.
James and Josephine emigrated in 1922 to New Zealand, where Josephine lived for many
years. We used online research, including creating a family tree, and quickly found that
others across the world were copying our information. We visited the Scotland’s People
Centre in Edinburgh to cross-check and validate our information for the Greenfields, as
well as all our other families and business people. Even though other people had posted
wrong information online, and we were able to demonstrate this to the online research
community, they just kept on repeating the wrong information.  It is a warning to all who
decide to rely on online companies.
It also amused us that you can get married without a birth certificate and with fictitious
parents, and also emigrate to another country. But it was a different era.
Frederick Boddy and his family lived at the university, and he was employed as a steward
at the students’ union. Frederick had served in the Gordon Highlanders, based in
Castlehill Barracks, where his future wife Jessie Philips was working as a cook. Frederick
fought in India and South Africa, and was discharged from the Gordon Highlanders in
1909. The Boddy family has many connections to England, and our volunteer was able to
use her experience of research in England-based records to pull together their profile.
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In 1911, Robert Gibb, widower, lived in Marischal College, Broad Street, and was a “Lab
Attendant” in the Anatomy Department. According to the census, residency was shared
with an Isabella Gibb, servant. Was there a family connection? Trawling through a
variety of OPRs and earlier census records identified Isabella as the widow of Robert’s
elder brother John. Given Robert’s age and poor health (he died a month after the census
was recorded), Isabella was in reality his carer – perhaps a term not readily used in 1911.
Robert had been born in Oyne around 1831.  His first employment was as “herd laddie”,
looking after farm stock.  Was he recruited at an annual “feein’ mart”? At some later
stage, Robert migrated to the city, taking employment in industry as a hammerman.  In
1872, he was employed by the University of Aberdeen as senior attendant to Anatomy.
Quite why he was attracted to the role of anatomy technician is a bit of a mystery, but
training on the job and providing a home for his growing family may have played a part.
Supporting the medical establishment would have been his main job, but he also had a
hand in dissecting and rebuilding the frame of the Tay Whale, one of his professor’s
abiding interests in mammals of all kinds. I believe the smell from the carcass laid out in
the quadrangle was more than noticeable!
His grandson, James Moir, joined him at the age of 16 and eventually took over the senior
role in the department on Robert’s death. In common parlance, they were called the
“deiders” – responsible for both sourcing and laying out the bodies for the students.
Each family has a wealth of stories which could fill a book, but does need time, patience
and detailed research to bring to light. The Broad Street Project gives us a snapshot view
of life in 1911, but with so much more information and insight than just names and dates.
Where might we go?
We still hope the exhibition might go on display somewhere in Broad Street’s new Muse
development.  To the City Council, we offered volunteers to staff a week-long exhibition
so others could view the material and perhaps be encouraged to start their own research.
Who Do You Think You Are? heard of our work, and we had an article in their magazine.
As an education tool for others researching their families, there are valuable lessons to be
learned, particularly in relation to ensuring that you check online material against original
sources, as many online researchers accept others’ references at face value. It’s so easy to
feel that if many people have the same reference, it must be true. Check it and recheck it!
For young people or school pupils wanting some insight into Aberdeen life in the late 19th

and early 20th century, there is definitely a story to tell. So many of the business-owners
and other people started their lives in the country and moved to the city – a journey many
others made. Many, if not most, families were affected by premature deaths of parents or
children; and the exhibition demonstrates both these points very well.
We are toying with the idea of developing a small booklet to go along with the exhibition,
expanding on each of the families and businesses. We have so much more information
that we had to leave out, and further explanations to offer.
The Broad Street Project was a short journey, but one that many of our volunteers enjoyed.
And we learned many valuable lessons.  We learned, at first hand, the joys and pitfalls of
family-history research – a story probably familiar to many others.  Thanks go to the
whole team for all their contributions.
bert.lawrie@anesfhs.org.uk Bert Lawrie No. 17901
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New Treasurer Required
Does the role of Treasurer to the Society appeal to you? After nine instructive years as
Treasurer, I’m stepping down from the role at the AGM in March 2019, but I’ll continue
with the immediate banking and bookkeeping tasks until a replacement can be found.
The Treasurer’s main role is to ensure that all trustees are kept informed of the Society’s
financial status and to ensure its good health in accordance with Charity Law (OSCR).
There are, however, a number of associated tasks which could possibly be divided up,
giving the Treasurer a team of volunteers to address the various financial aspects of the
organisation.  In brief, these are:
 weekly banking (shop takings, postal cheques, PayPal income)
 bookkeeping (currently Sage 50, but likely to be replaced by Intuit QuickBooks)
 Direct Debit subscription collection (monthly)
 quarterly VAT returns
 annual Gift Aid.

Financial/accounting expertise is not essential though admittedly very helpful. However, a
willingness to learn, as well as being computer-literate, is more to the point.  It will also
help if you live locally enough to be able to come in to King Street regularly.
A more detailed report of the role and tasks involved is available, and training/support will
be offered. Time for a change and a new challenge?
treasurer@anesfhs.org.uk J Maria Cameron No. 9680

—oOo—

100 Club News
The 100 Club gives our members the opportunity to win a cash prize while also supporting
the Society’s work.  All you need is a UK bank account, wherever you live.  The fee for
each number held is £12 per annum and is payable annually, in May, by banker’s order.
The payout is always 50 per cent of the income, and there are four prizes in the monthly
draw (1st 20 per cent,  2nd 15 per cent,  3rd 10 per cent and  4th 5 per cent of the income).
You must be a current member of the Society. If you decide not to renew your
membership, please also cancel your standing order for the 100 Club.
The draw takes place monthly, and cheques are posted to winners immediately.  Winners
are also announced in the Journal.  For further details, please see the current Information
Booklet on our website.  If you’d like to join, then please e-mail me (below).

No.
1st prize
(£24·00)

Mem.
No. No.

2nd prize
(£18·00)

Mem.
No. No.

3rd prize
(£12·00)

Mem.
No. No.

4th prize
(£6·00)

Mem.
No.

Nov 73
William
Low 484 114

Debra
Tomkinson 15015 123

Sue
McFarlane 15807 52

Robert
Fletcher 15813

Dec 127
Ruth
MacGill 14585 138

Jacqui
Farmer 20728 89

Jennifer
Boyd 5028 27

Thomas
Wilson 17077

Jan 29
Edith
Stuart 4659 25

Catherine
Kirkwood 14069 11

Sheila
Armstrong 9082 74

William
Munro 8229

100club@anesfhs.org.uk Teresa Shewell No. 4883
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Diary
16th February 2019

ANESFHS Aberdeen meeting
Walking in their ancestors’ footsteps
Elma McMenemy
2:30pm, Unitarian Church, Skene Terrace

16th February 2019
ANESFHS Glasgow Group meeting
Family-history research using local and
national newspapers – latest update
Ken Nisbet, genealogist
2pm, Renfield Saint Stephen’s Church Centre,
260 Bath Street, Glasgow

2nd March 2019
ANESFHS Moray/Banff Group meeting
Ancestors abroad
2pm–4pm, Activities Room, Elgin Library

16th March 2019
ANESFHS Annual General Meeting
Followed by a talk – The seven ages of man
John Hitchon
2:00pm, Unitarian Church, Skene Terrace

6th April 2019
ANESFHS Moray/Banff Group meeting
Resources in the Moray Heritage Centre
Scott Reid
2pm–4pm, Activities Room, Elgin Library

13th April 2019
ANESFHS Edinburgh Group meeting
Members’ Day: workshop on arranging,
storing and conserving your FH materials
2pm, Royal Scots Club, 29 Abercromby Place

20th April 2019
ANESFHS Aberdeen meeting
The crew of the Rubislaw
Margie Mellis, ANESFHS
2:30pm, Unitarian Church, Skene Terrace

27th April 2019
SAFHS 30th Annual Conference and Fair
Northern Roots
9:45am–4:30pm, Pulteney Centre, Wick
www.safhs.org.uk; www.caithnessfhs.org.uk
** ANESFHS will have a stall.  Please contact
** jean.shirer@anesfhs.org.uk to offer help.

4th May 2019
ANESFHS Moray/Banff Group meeting
The Elgin Closes
Mary Byatt
2pm–4pm, Activities Room, Elgin Library

18th May 2019
ANESFHS Aberdeen meeting
TBA – See the website and next Journal
2:30pm, Unitarian Church, Skene Terrace

18th May 2019
ANESFHS Glasgow Group meeting
Members’ Day: experiences of DNA-testing
2pm, Renfield Saint Stephen’s Church Centre,
260 Bath Street, Glasgow

1st June 2019
ANESFHS Aberdeen meeting
Graveyard Outing
TBA – See the website and next Journal

1st June 2019
ANESFHS Moray/Banff Group meeting
Making the most of the censuses
2pm–4pm, Activities Room, Elgin Library

7th September 2019
ANESFHS Moray/Banff Group meeting
Bring along a brick wall
2pm–4pm, Activities Room, Elgin Library

14th September 2019
ANESFHS Edinburgh Group meeting
Using DNA to solve family-tree mysteries
Michelle Leonard, genetic genealogist
2pm, Royal Scots Club, 29 Abercromby Place

21st September 2019
ANESFHS Aberdeen meeting
TBA – See the website and next Journal
2:30pm, Unitarian Church, Skene Terrace

5th October 2019
ANESFHS Moray/Banff Group meeting
Making the most of the Internet
2pm–4pm, Activities Room, Elgin Library

5th October 2019
ANESFHS Glasgow Group meeting
Church records
Chris Paton, professional genealogist
2pm, Renfield Saint Stephen’s Church Centre,
260 Bath Street, Glasgow

12th October 2019
ANESFHS Midlands Group meeting
midlands@anesfhs.org.uk / 01564 770335
2:00pm at a member’s house

19th October 2019
ANESFHS Aberdeen meeting
2:30pm, Unitarian Church, Skene Terrace
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Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor,

Feature Parish: Duffus (Journal 149)
I wish to congratulate Andy Gordon on his informative and useful article in Journal 149
(November 2018) about the parish of Duffus. To any family historian interested in this
part of Moray, it contains much valuable detail regarding various subjects such as
Agriculture, Fishing, Landownership, Transport and the like. Also, the Bibliography is a
particularly helpful inclusion for those seeking to extend their knowledge of the area.
However, one important topic of research not covered by this article, and a well-known
source of information for genealogists, are the monumental inscriptions contained within
the parish’s four burial grounds. These are Burghead (Grant Street), Burghead New
Public Cemetery, Duffus New Cemetery & Extension and Duffus Church & Churchyard.
In 2005, the Society published Burghead Old Cemetery MIs, while the new burial ground
is currently being recorded by the Moray Burial Ground Research Group (MBGRG).
In 2008, MBGRG went on to publish Duffus New Cemetery & Extension, which contains
information relating to some 2,717 people. Similarly, in 2010, the Group published the
MIs for St Peter’s Churchyard containing a record of 1,479 people, the oldest existing
memorial being for Alexander Sutherland, dating back to the 15th century.  This makes a
total of 4,196 people recorded in the Duffus village burial grounds.
scottishfamilyheritage@gmail.com Keith Mitchell No. 11314

The Editor replies: I apologise for this grave(!) oversight during the editing process.  We
are always very happy to publicise the great work done by MBGRG and all its volunteers.
Members may find out much more at www.mbgrg.org.

Dear Editor,

Regimental Wives
I am researching the wives of British soldiers who took part in the Napoleonic Wars
alongside their husbands, and especially the regimental women of the Peninsular War
(1808–14) or who were at Waterloo in 1815. I am keen to contact any family historians
who have traced such an ancestor, and who know about either the woman’s wartime
experiences or what happened to her in later life.
I would also like to locate the graves or memorials of such women. At the moment I know
of only two, both heroines of Waterloo. I would very much like to establish a Scottish
dimension to this research, and I’ll be most grateful for any information or suggestions
from any of your members, who can contact me by e-mail (see below) or by post:

16 De Vere Close, Hemingford Grey, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire PE28 9BH.
davidclammer@gmail.com David Clammer (non-member)
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QUERIES
150/1 FORBES / YEOMAN: I’m trying to locate an article from the Aberdeen Journal, 20

Aug 1851, referenced on p. 36 of Lucille H. Campey (2002), “Fast Sailing and
Copper-Bottomed”: Aberdeen Sailing Ships and the Emigrant Scots They Carried to
Canada, 1774–1855.  The Albion sailed in June 1851 from Aberdeen to Quebec.
Passengers included my 2g-grandparents Janet (née Yeoman) and John Forbes, and
their children George F. M., Alexander R. and William Forbes. I have been unable
to locate any information on their arrival in Quebec, as the records were not well kept
before 1860. Any info would be greatly appreciated.
jtforbes@shaw.ca James Forbes No. 19955

Suggestion: try the online British Newspaper Archive.  You can home in on the exact issue
of the Aberdeen Journal (8 pages) and find the content you seek.  You have to register and
perhaps pay a fee to subscribe (unless you strike lucky with “view 3 free pages”).

150/2 CUMMING / GEDDES:  Seeking more info on my 4g-gm Helen Geddes, who had a
relationship with Duncan Cumming and gave birth “in fornication” to my 3g-gm
Helen Cumming on 27 Mar 1813 in Boharm, Banffshire. We have managed to find
court records of the illicit relationship, but no indication yet on the b./d./life of Helen
Geddes (normally m. certs are quite helpful in this). I’d love to find out more about
Helen (b./d./parents) but am not sure where to start without a m. record.  Please help!
andrewjhowes@hotmail.co.uk Andy Howes No. 21963

150/3 HENDERSON:  Not strictly the North-East – but James Finlay Cook Sutherland
Henderson (s/o James and Williamina), b. 1875 Thurso, Caithness, emig. to Australia
pre-1914, when he enlisted in 1st AIF.  Landed 25 Apr 1915 at Gallipoli; wounded;
evacuated to hospital in England; repatriated to Australia; m. 1942 Margaret Ellen
Moynihan in Brisbane; d. there 1952. Believed to have been in British army prior
to emigration. Seeking any info on this or his emigration.
TCplus5@bigpond.com Shona Morris No. 20152

Queries

Instructions for Queries
Queries are accepted from paid-up Society members free of charge.  Non-members should
donate £1.00 per query (or postage stamps).  Up to four queries per person will be accepted per
calendar year.  The parts of a multi-part query count as separate queries. Each query will show
the submitter’s name, e-mail address and membership number.  The query service is intended
for ancestor research and not as a finding service for recent or living relatives.  We will omit
parts of a query which we consider too recent, or which have no North-East Scottish content.
If you have asked the Society for research, you’ll receive an answer eventually.  Please don’t
duplicate requests by asking for research on the same question as a Journal query.
In each Journal, we include all the queries that are ready.  Queries received close to our
publication date will appear in the following Journal.
If you resubmit or update an old query, please annotate it accordingly. Journal queries should
be sent separately from other correspondence, with your name and membership number on
each request, to: queries@anesfhs.org.uk
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Articles

Snippets from My Crofter Tree
The author submitted this article in 2018, but unfortunately he died before publication.

See also his Record of Ancestors chart in the centre pages of this issue.
By the time I became interested in family history, most of the people who could have
provided information had died. This was before I had any computer skills, so most of my
early research meant going round various records departments, libraries, graveyards etc. –
and of course the late, great Violet Murray of ANESFHS, who with her helpful smile
could point me in the right direction while I’m sure she often thought “you silly boy”.
Having been born at my grandparents’ 30-acre croft beside the River Ythan, I basically
knew that all branches of my tree had agricultural and crofting links.  This was repeatedly
confirmed as I progressed, so I had no high expectations from my research. I was,
however, interested in finding out how much they had moved around their districts or
further afield, and how people had died. From this I found, as expected, a fair distribution
of deaths from strokes, heart attacks/disease, respiratory problems, cancer and old age.
This article shares some of the more unusual snippets compiled over the years.
My paternal grandfather Peter Milne, I knew, was born in Premnay. This was recorded as
on 5th November 1859 at Bogside, Premnay, to George Milne and Jean Chalmers, who had
married in 1846. Great-grandfather George was born about 1824 to a William Milne at
Culsalmond; however, further links cannot be confirmed, so it is quite a limited tree. His
wife Jean was born in 1824 at Wraes, Kennethmont, to William Chalmers and Jean Esson.
In 1841, 16-year-old George is an agricultural labourer at Nethergate, Culsalmond.  Ten
years later, he, his wife and four children are with his father-in-law William Chalmers at
Gullerhead, Premnay. William is 80, a retired blacksmith and a pauper.  The minute book
of the Premnay Parochial Board confirms that he received varying amounts of parish aid
between 1846 and 1853: his wife was noted to be infirm in 1849, and £1 was allocated; aid
was reduced in 1850 as he was a widower; in 1852, 12/- was being given quarterly.
The Inspector of the Poor stated at a meeting in 1853 that he, with the approval of several
members of the committee, had authorised a pair of blankets to William Chalmers.  The
expenditure was passed, and the meeting then proceeded to revise and adjust the amounts
to be distributed to the other poor.  Later, on 30th May, the inspector advanced 2s 6d to the
same claimant. It was noted at this time that there was much concern about Asiatic
cholera in the region, and it was to be announced from the pulpit for people to remove
nuisances from their premises, and to limewash walls – especially their privies.  Members
of the board were to be allocated areas to visit to check on sanitary conditions. No aid was
recorded to William Chalmers after this time.
From 1851 to 1891, George and Jean remained in Premnay.  As well as Bogside, they
were at Upper Canada, a croft of four acres; also Heatheryknowe (three acres and three
windowed rooms).  They had at least ten children, and also cared for a few grandchildren.
On a visit to Aberdeen Central Library, an article in the Aberdeen Journal of 19th March
1897 caught my attention:

Articles
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Sad death of an aged crofter at Premnay
Between 11 and 12 o’clock on Wednesday night, George Milne, crofter, 72 years of
age, residing at Tedwell, Premnay, was found in a ditch lying face downwards on the
south side of the public road leading towards Oyne and about a half mile from
Premnay village. Deceased had been at the tenantry rejoicings (in celebrations of the
majority of Mr Lumsden), and it is conjectured that he had left the village about 9
o’clock.  His watch had stopped at 10:05. The body was found by two men who had
met Mrs Milne looking for her husband and had returned in search of him.  The
remains were afterwards seen by Dr Reid, Insch.  It is supposed that death was due to
suffocation or drowning. The deceased is survived by his wife and grown-up family.

The previous day’s Journal gave an extensive account of celebrations for the coming-of-
age of Mr Hugh Patrick Lumsden of Clova on the estates of Lumsden, Nether Towie and
Premnay. A summary of the Premnay rejoicings quoted a grand banquet in the school,
starting during the afternoon, where many speeches, replies and toasts were conducted
with enthusiasm by the tenantry.  A dance and bonfire followed during the evening.
It would appear that my great-grandfather had maybe over-indulged, as his death was
finally registered by the Procurator Fiscal on 19th June, giving the cause of death as
suffocation or drowning while in a state of intoxication.
Grandfather Peter had moved to the Methlick area prior to this, getting married in 1886.  A
letter of this time is apparently in the archives of Haddo House from him, asking to lease a
derelict croft and requesting to buy timber to re-roof the cottage. Two sons were born, but
tragically his wife died in a diabetic coma in 1893.  Peter married again in 1900, to my
grandmother, Elspeth Burr, moving in 1906 to the larger croft at Ythanbank. In time, his
eldest son, also Peter, emigrated to Canada, but after a period of being untraceable it was
finally reported that he had been robbed and murdered – but no details were given.
Peter’s own death was also unusual: during the harvest of 1942, he, then aged 82, had to
finish building the last straw rick, where he died of a heart attack and had to be lowered by
ropes to the ground.  In my grandmother’s line, 2g-grandfather James Burr died aged 59;
he was run over by a cart.  The death was uncertified, so there are no more details.
My mother’s Robertson clan came from the Buchan area (from Ellon to Peterhead), most
of them raising large families. In keeping with my story’s theme, my grandfather Fred had
a brother who, in 1915 aged 43, disappeared at the end of his working day from a farm at
Slains.  Six weeks later, his body was found on the shore at a place reported to be Hoggs
Prison near Ogston Farm, Slains. I know many features of the coastline have unusual
names, but I have been unable to find any confirmation of this one. Fred, also a crofter
who worked as a quarryman at Birness, died in 1943, aged 58, due to melanomic sarcoma
of the eyelid following an injury at work and removal of the eyeball.
Great-grandfather William Robertson had died in 1910. On a visit to Gordon House at
Inverurie, I by chance obtained a copy of the entry for his lair in Ellon Cemetery.  From
this, I discovered two things: first, that more were interred in the lair than had been
inscribed on the headstone (this must occur more than we imagine); then, that the final
burial in 1932 was of an Evelyn Milne, only three days old, who had been a daughter to
my mother and father. She would have been older than me – but I never knew about her.
Who would have thought that such a tree of crofters could have such diverse endings?

Wilfred Milne No. 5725
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Infectious Diseases
One of the successes of medicine in the past 100 years has been the near-eradication of
infectious disease – the result of increasing affluence with better feeding, housing and
hygiene, antibiotics and immunisation.  The vast outbreak of ’flu in 1918 spread world-
wide and killed millions. Tuberculosis (TB), often without symptoms, was difficult to
diagnose until the mass X-ray campaigns of the 1950s. Cholera and typhoid still appear as
epidemics in developing countries. Children in Scotland get an array of immunisations
which would eradicate many diseases if taken up by all. Smallpox, once a killer, is now
eradicated, and polio nearly so. The famous outbreak of cholera in London in 1854
proved due to contaminated water from the Broad Street pump.
Have a look at old gravestones; when several children die around the same time, measles,
diphtheria or whooping cough are the likely cause.  When the deaths are some years apart,
TB is more probable. The skinny cow in the byre, or granny coughing away by the
fireside, are likely causes. In my schooldays, I remember boys with lumps in their necks –
glandular TB from infected milk. All cows are now tested.  Most dangerous is “open” TB,
exhaling bacteria with every breath or cough – so infective that isolation is essential.
Towards the end of the 19th century, it became clear that isolation hospitals were required
to treat and contain infectious disease. Small hospitals sprang up in every community.
These were low-tech, usually a short distance from the village, owned and run by the
council. In charge was an experienced matron, with a local GP as back-up, and nurses –
local girls with limited training. This level of decentralisation would never be acceptable
in today’s NHS, but people liked having a hospital near home and friends. There were at
least three wards for typhoid, scarlet fever and diphtheria. Later, some were restructured
for TB or geriatrics; but all are gone now.
How many of us realise that the 1964 outbreak of typhoid in Aberdeen, with 400 cases,
was the biggest of its kind in Western Europe? The cause was a commercial-size can of
corned beef from Argentina which had been plunged in the river to cool.  A tiny pinhole
sucked in contaminated water, the bacteria surviving and multiplying until the can was
opened. Few local doctors would have seen typhoid, but all would be apprehensive about
its presence in Aberdeen. Here, every case had eaten corned beef, and no secondary cases
arose.  In short, in a developed society, typhoid is not so infectious; it’s a disease of
poverty. I thought it sensible to be immunised; as a result, I was sent to Tor na Dee in
Milltimber, soon to be full of typhoid victims.
Nationally, this was a major event: it was on the news nightly, and the Westminster
government was involved. Aberdeen’s holiday industry was badly hit – nobody came to
the city unless obliged to. But all public washing and toilet facilities were upgraded,
leaving the city in better shape than ever before.
Late February 1940, a dreich day in my second year at school; dark and damp, with great
heaps of dirty snow lying around. I felt ill, and assumed it was due to the weather. Next
day, I was worse – feverish and confused. The doctor took a throat swab.  It came back
next day – diphtheria. No other cases occurred in the village, so its origin was a mystery.
So insidious has been the growth of centralisation that it’s hard now to imagine village life
in the 1930s. We had our own policeman, trundling along on an ancient bike; our hospital,
ambulance, sanitary inspector and exciseman (the Gauger).
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Wrapped in blankets, I was rushed to Fraserburgh Isolation Hospital. Matron, a
formidable figure in the customary starched linen headgear, forced a glass of brandy down
my reluctant throat, then gave the vital antiserum.  From my nose and throat, the nurses
extracted long, grey, bloodstained strands of membrane which could have obstructed the
airways and caused death. Because of the risk of cardiac arrest, we had to lie flat – no
sitting or getting up. Visitors had to go in the garden outside and communicate through
the window. I had my seventh birthday there, but gifts were discouraged because you
could take nothing home from this hospital. When eventually I got home, I could barely
walk from neuropathy of the legs; but this slowly resolved, leaving me as good as new.
I was lucky to survive this illness; my parents felt guilty because I was not immunised.
My room at home had to be decontaminated by a chemical smoke.
This all happened in the grim depths of war. Fraserburgh became a frequent target after
April 1940 because planes attacking Scotland were from occupied Norway, not too far
from Aberdeenshire. One day, there was a daytime raid; we heard and saw the planes with
black crosses from our window, but probably never realised the danger we were in.
In a lifetime in medicine, I’ve seen one case of diphtheria which I failed to diagnose! I
may also have seen the odd case of typhoid in those returning from overseas, but without
lab tests you can never be sure.
Strichen Hospital and Fraserburgh Isolation Hospital are long gone, but they provided a
service to their community that the NHS cannot equal.
duncanpc2@tiscali.co.uk Dr Duncan Cummine No. 22190

—oOo—

The Calder Trust (George Low Calder)
From Scotland’s People (SC1/36/135 Extract Inventory, 1/9/1898, and SC1/37/119 Will,
6/9/1898, both Aberdeen Sheriff Court):
CALDER sometime Clerk, 4 Carmelite Street, Aberdeen, thereafter Accountant and Auditor,
George Eastern Bengal Railway Coy, Calcutta, latterly residing at 192 Great Western Road,
Low Aberdeen, d. 16/08/1898 at Aberdeen, testate

The story commences when my paternal great-uncle, George Low Calder (1841–98), met
the Lord Provost of Aberdeen to discuss George’s idea of leaving the bulk of his fortune to
provide Aberdeen with a first-class water supply from Loch Avon in the heart of the
Cairngorms. The Lord Provost thought it a good idea, and in consequence George Calder
made out his will accordingly on 2nd October 1897 after specifying these legacies:

“to my mother Isabella Low or Calder” £500; “to my sister Mrs Janet Duncan Calder
or Williamson” £200; “and to each of my other brothers and sisters Charles Fraser
Calder[,] James Calder, Isabella Calder[,] Agnes Calder[,] Mary Elizabeth Calder and
Charlotte Jane Calder” £500; “To my good and faithful housekeeper Jessie Herd
Stitchell whether she be in my service at the time of my death or not” £500; £100 to
each of “the Royal Lunatic Asylum of Aberdeen … the Royal Infirmary of Aberdeen
… the Royal Aberdeen Hospital for Sick Children” and “the Home of the Aged and
infirm in the Nazareth House Aberdeen”; “To my friend the said William Westland”
£50; and “to the said William Oswald Duncan the proceeds of a policy of Assurance
on my life of the Northern Assurance Company … with bonus additions”.
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(His executors had been named as Westland “of Woodthorpe Murtle Aberdeenshire” and
Duncan, “Advocate, in Aberdeen”.)
At this stage, George had assets of over £28,000.  Some 20 years after his death, by the
end of the First World War, this sum had grown considerably, but no work on the ground
had yet been carried out. However, a Report had been obtained by Aberdeen Town
Council from Binnie & Gourlay, a well-known and respected London firm of consulting
water engineers.  The findings of this Report confirmed that not only was Mr Calder’s
scheme a practical proposition but also, due to the higher elevation of the intake, it would
cost no more than either of the other two schemes the Town Council had asked their
consulting engineers to investigate and report on.  The two other sources considered were:

 from a spot east of the Cairngorms near Inchcrory; and
 from an intake further up the River Dee than Cairnton, west of Banchory.

The controlling factors in favour of George’s Loch Avon scheme were:
(a) the catchment was never likely to be contaminated; and
(b) it would be economical because the hydraulic gradient was such that a relatively

small-diameter pressure pipe would do the job.
Soon after the First World War, Aberdeen Town Council used the Calder Trust money to
construct new sand filters at the existing waterworks at Invercanny, located a little west of
Banchory near Inchmarlo, treating water taken from the Dee nearby at Cairnton.
As this action by the Town Council was wholly contrary to George’s wishes, his relatives
made a formal claim to the Calder monies. In the end, there was a Court of Session action,
and the relatives were awarded a small proportion of the monies. Copies of the Calder
Trust papers and the Court of Session ruling can be obtained from the Scottish Record
Office. In these records, you will see how the relatives were scattered about the world.

George lived for some years in Calcutta, where he was a Freemason
who belonged to the Excelsior Lodge. He was Secretary of the
Bengal & Great Western Railway Company at the time of the
railway’s construction.  At its official opening by the Prince of
Wales (who later became King Edward VII), George was presented
with a silver-topped cane that had inches marked down one side.
George was a younger brother of
my great-grandmother, Agnes
Low Calder, a music teacher
(1839–1904; pictured).  Their

father, Charles, was an Aberdeen spirit merchant.
George remained unmarried, and had no children. He
bought a lair at Allenvale Cemetery in Aberdeen.
Agnes married shipwright Alexander Moir (1834–93),
who worked on the tea clipper Thermopylae – seen in
this painting on her launch from Aberdeen harbour in
1868 (image from the website “Aberdeen-Built Ships”:
http://www.aberdeenships.com/).
eniamdroig@gmail.com Margaret Giordmaine No. 20354
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Vada Grindstaff – Serial Bride
Who in your family tree has celebrated the greatest number of marriages? My champion
is the wonderfully named Elizabeth Alvada Grindstaff, known as Vada, who married at
least ten times.  She was American but had a connection to North-East Scotland.
Vada was born in 1882 in Missouri to William Grindstaff, a farm labourer, and his wife
Mary Eliza Creason. Her early life is known to have been difficult; she was six when her
mother died. In 1898, at the age of only 15, Vada married for the first time, to George
Wattenbarger, a farmer. He was a much older man, and it was his third marriage. By the
1900 US census, the couple had moved from Missouri to Waynoka Township, Woods
County, Oklahoma, where George was farming. After this, however, Vada must have got
divorced from George, because strangely there is a record of the couple remarrying in
1905 at Novinger, Adair County, Missouri. There must also have been a second divorce,
as George went on to marry someone else and lived for many years.
It seems almost certain that Vada was the Vadie Grindstaff who married Frank Justus in
1906 at New London, Ralls Co., Missouri. The bride’s address was given as Collinsville
in Adair County, which is presumably in error for Connelsville: this settlement lies only
four miles from Novinger. It is assumed that she subsequently got divorced from Frank,
as in 1912 in Des Moines, Iowa, she married Albert Edward under the name of Vada
Spencer.  This implies a marriage at some point to a Mr Spencer. She stated on the
marriage licence that this was her second marriage and that she was a widow. Obviously
things did not go well for Albert and Vada’s marriage, as they had separated by the time of
the Iowa state census in 1915, in which Albert claimed to be single.
It is assumed that she and Albert got divorced, because in 1917 in Detroit, Michigan, she
married her probable fifth husband, John Sierer, a restaurant chef. Vada was certainly
getting around – in both senses. This marriage only lasted 2½ years and ended in June
1920 when she divorced him on the grounds of “extreme cruelty”. This experience had,
however, not put her off the institution of marriage, for in March 1921 she married, also in
Detroit, husband number six, William Hastings, an automobile repairman. This time her
marriage was even shorter, as a mere two months later William shot himself. Again Vada
managed to pick herself up – and also pick up a new man in the shape of William Darling,
whom she married, again in Detroit, in January 1922, only seven months after the death of
William Hastings. Yet again, however, Vada did not find happiness, as this marriage also
ended in the divorce court on 6th March 1925 after No. 7 deserted her.
She had, however, already found a new man, and in fact she did not even wait for the
divorce decree before marrying her eighth husband, Frank Bader, a chauffeur, on 4th

August 1924 at Ann Arbor, Washtenaw County, Michigan. This was followed on 20th

February 1929 by the almost inevitable divorce; she again petitioned on the grounds of
“extreme cruelty”. Before this, however, Frank and Vada had adopted a son. Strangely,
and despite the extreme cruelty she is supposed to have suffered, Vada got together again
with Frank after their divorce, and they remarried only three months later on 25th May, she
stating on the licence that she had previously been married once! In the 1930 census, the
family of three were living in Detroit; on the census form, she stated that she was aged 41
at her first marriage (instead of 15 as it should have read).  At the end of that year, Frank
died of syphilis, so Vada had presumably returned to look after him and their son.
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Dermot Bourke, 7th Lord Mayo

When an Irish Lord Came to Drumtochty
Why should a prominent Irish politician, with apparently every advantage in life, abscond
to rural Scotland in a move that remained secret until I divulged it nearly 100 years later?
My family believed he was evading the IRA; his family thought he had eloped with a
lover; but an isolated life in a country far from Westminster and Dublin would seem less
than attractive.  His aristocratic wife he left in London, the marriage over. With all the
protagonists long gone, we’ll never know the details.
This story is part of our family lore. I began investigating some years ago, but it was only
when I contacted the present-day family that the enigmas were revealed.
In the 1920s, my grandparents lived at The Stables in
Drumtochty Glen by Auchenblae, Kincardineshire, a large
house just downhill from the Castle; an adjunct, standard
practice in stately homes, for coachmen, chauffeurs and so
on, who would not be welcome in the castle itself.
Dermot Bourke (1851–1927), 7th Lord Mayo, was a peer
of unblemished pedigree from Kildare in Ireland. Eton,
the Guards and exploration in Africa had given him a
wealth of experience; now he was Irish Representative in
the House of Lords (a lifetime post until separation). His
father, Viceroy of India, had been assassinated in the
Andaman Islands.
In 1922, Mayo bought The Stables and came to live there. My granny was his house-
keeper.  In 1923, the IRA burned down his Irish home, Palmerston House.  He slept with
two revolvers under his pillow. He brought his secretary, Marjorie, a London girl,
presumably to carry on Parliamentary business.
As a young man, Mayo had started a Historical/Archaeological Society in Kildare, still
going strong today. My article complete, I sent it to Ireland. In response, I was told of a
Mayo descendant (I’ll call him K), also writing about his predecessor. He had access to
the family papers, but neither he nor anyone else had any idea where Mayo was from 1922
to 1927; he was spotted being driven north by a woman, whereafter he was seen no more
until his death. Mayo’s stay in Scotland was a secret, to which only I knew the answer.
So, my entry to this puzzle, serendipitous and revelatory, resolved the mystery at a stroke.
K and I exchanged lots of information; he believed Marjorie to be a lover.  Mayo had
bought three properties, all far from London – in Thanet (Kent), Anglesey and Scotland;
all secret, presumably for the couple to pursue their amorous dalliance, with a choice of
where to live, and foster their anonymity. So, in these empty years, he was in Drumtochty,
far from the Irish crisis, the stress of the political world and marital anxieties. My family
had no reason to suspect any mystery. How Mayo managed to contain his secret seems
hardly believable. The press must have been less aggressive than they are now.
The move was a bizarre one, Mayo not only abandoning family, friends and colleagues but
also, as a public figure, concealing his whereabouts for life. Where was the honour and
integrity commensurate with his position? For a stranger, Scotland must have been an
alien place with little interest in Irish affairs. My family’s idea that he was driven by fear
of the IRA was not supported by K, who ignored the guns in the bed.
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Drumtochty Stables

My grandparents and mother were there during the Mayo years. They got on well with
him; granny witnessed his will, and he gave her a photograph. I recall no query about
Marjorie’s status, but my family were very strict about morals and would never have
tolerated sleeping around outside marriage.
After five years, Mayo became unwell, returned to London, and died. Marjorie was left
the house. Shortly afterwards, she married a consultant surgeon and thereafter lived in
Penzance. K suggested the house was insurance for Marjorie in case of pregnancy. After
five years with primitive contraception, if any, it’s surprising it never ensued. If Marjorie
was the Scarlet Woman, she presented on marriage as the epitome of the middle-class
housewife. So, was she a gold-digger following Mayo wherever he went, or an innocent
led astray by his age and rank, or just a secretary? Did she know her surgeon before
Mayo’s death? Surely he would hesitate to marry a woman “living in sin” for five years.
Granny stayed on as caretaker; Marjorie was a friend for life, wrote regularly and came to
Scotland from time to time, but never explained retaining house and contents. Could she
have promised never to abandon it, with its memories of illicit love? In the 1950s, my
father and I had a look around using granny’s key. Everything was as it had been 30 years
before. We found the two heavy six-chamber revolvers, and handed them to the police.
The Army and Navy Stores in London traditionally supplied explorers, and their products
were in evidence – huge bottles of olive oil, solidified with age; a massive collection of
books, including Victorian pornography, acceptable for the Victorian gentleman.
We had summer holidays there in the 1930s; granny
complained of the damp. Even now, I remember
the smell of decay; little did we guess that the house
was doomed. No maintenance or restoration was
ever done. About 1939, my grandparents retired to
the village. Vandalism became a new hazard;
finally, as a skeletal ruin with no roof, the house
was sold and superbly restored as holiday flats.
After the war, Drumtochty Castle became a prep school run by the Langlands. Elspeth, a
daughter, married George Barker, the poet (father of 15 by four wives), whose disorderly
life was fuelled by drugs and alcohol (subject of By Grand Central Station I Sat Down and
Wept). Elspeth’s first novel, O Caledonia (1991), clearly autobiographical, involved
breaking into The Stables and finding pornographic books from Mayo’s collection.
Mayo’s move was scarcely honourable. He may have intended a fresh start – but settling
in Scotland incognito, with a working-class partner, would never generate the charisma
required of a politician. Running away from life, almost like suicide, must be the reverse
of what a school like Eton would promote.
As a young man, he had met a beautiful woman (daughter of Lord Saltoun). A passionate
affair ensued, though she was married. After a very public divorce, they fled to Jersey.
The Mayo family found an obsolete Jersey law allowing them to have Dermot incarcerated
in a mental hospital. On discharge two years later, his paramour was forgotten.
So, Mayo may have been an impulsive figure unable to foresee trouble.  These two
incidents suggest a weakness of judgment, hardly in keeping with his position in society.
Nevertheless, Drumtochty Glen is an idyllic place, ideal for a Sunday-afternoon drive.
duncanpc2@tiscali.co.uk Duncan Cummine No. 22190
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Elusive William Forsyths: The Beginning of a Breakthrough?
There is little to compare with a mystery to awaken interest at the beginning of any story.
Mine begins with a barrier which was created by my paternal grandmother, Harriet,
between my father and his Scottish forebears.
Her husband, William Forsyth, had been quartermaster on a ship (possibly Elder Dempster
Lines) plying between Britain and West Africa, and was seriously ill when they arrived at
their home port on Merseyside. He was admitted to hospital suffering from what was
described as “insolation” – probably sunstroke or heat exhaustion. Whatever the cause,
my grandfather died in 1899 of “meningitis” in hospital in Birkenhead, Cheshire, leaving a
widow and two children, William aged 2 and Mary (“Cissie”) aged 1. My grandmother
never spoke of what followed – and my father, who told me of subsequent events, can only
have relayed second-hand information, for he must have been too young to remember the
trip to Aberdeen and the result of appealing to her husband’s family for help.
From this point on, apart from the results of our researches, folk memory takes over. It
would appear that, after a friendly reception at the station, the widow and children were
taken by horse-drawn carriage to the house in Old Aberdeen. At some point, someone on
behalf of the family offered to pay for the children’s care if their mother Harriet renounced
any further claim upon them. Her reaction was to pack their bags and take them home,
where she destroyed every piece of written evidence about her late husband’s family –
names, addresses and anything else which would enable contact to be re-established.
Now in my 92nd year, I have finally traced the origins of my 2g-grandfather in Scotland
but have yet to identify the alleged family coachbuilding business with any certainty.
Harriet’s father-in-law, also William Forsyth, died on 30th November 1874 and was buried
presumably somewhere on the Gold Coast or at sea. My great-grandmother left no record
of his burial or even existence. The only information came to light while I was seeking
details of his son’s life and death. To my astonishment, I discovered that my grandfather
had been consigned to the Liverpool Seaman’s Orphanage at the age of nine.  One of those
who supported his acceptance was a Mr P. Douglas of Elder Dempster Lines.
From this beginning, I was able to discover that the mother, Mary Jane, daughter of Peter
Maxwell, had married my great-grandfather William (born in “Scotland” about 1840) in
Birkenhead on 14th February 1870. My grandfather was born on 8th December 1870, and
his brother Robert followed on 9th October 1872 at their home in Birkenhead.
It came as no surprise that my 2g-grandfather was also called William.  He was described
as a “Coach Proprietor”, born in Scotland.
At this point, bells began to ring, and I recalled my father saying that his Scottish family
who owned the big house to which their mother had taken them had made their money as
builders of horse-drawn carriages. It would seem that not a trace remains of such a
business, and few people seem to be aware that such an industry ever existed in Aberdeen.
Industrial historians are well aware of granite, fishing, farming and latterly oil, but, apart
from the trade directories of the period, little else seems to interest them.
It has been possible to find the following relevant information, which I hope may allow
other members to assist me in my search. It has taken many years to find any companies
in this trade in Aberdeen which include the name Forsyth.  Most recently, I have located
an archive of records and other documents of the R & J Shinnie Company of Bon Accord
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Street. We have also found Herbert Forsyth Craig Shinnie, Robert Shinnie’s son, born in
1893 and who died in the English Channel in 1915.
Coachbuilders of Aberdeen
1. Alexander Forsyth of J. Gray & Co. Ltd, 9 Castle Street, Aberdeen.  Alexander Gray

was also at 101–105 King Street (1842–3), as was George Elmslie, Coachbuilder.
2. John T. Clark, Coach Builder to the Queen: 1899–1900, 46–48 Rose Street, Aberdeen.
3. Alexander Laing, 1842–3, which became Laing & Melvin, at Bon Accord Works, 4–8

Bon Accord Street (Royal Appt in 1844) until 1880. Sometime later, this became
Campbells Ltd at 8–12 Bon Accord Street (still by Royal Appt).  Last advertisement
found: 1900.

4. Robert and James Shinnie. Robert F Shinnie (1891 census: Coachbuilder of 298 Bon
Accord Street), 1899–1900. 8, 10 and 12 Union Row.

5. George Elmslie, Coachbuilders, 101–103 King Street, 1880–1 (also home address at
17 King St or 5 Chronicle Lane?)  The works address seems to be the same as for John
T Clark – a takeover?

6. Forsyth, Alexander & Sons. Coach and Boatbuilders, Wood Merchants and Sawmills.
The principal was Alexander Lorn Forsyth, as were all his children. This name has led
us to the Elgin/Forres areas. This company also had premises in Bon Accord Street.

Further links from the above
The coachbuilding business in Aberdeen seems to have been a dynamic series of
enterprises, all within a small area of the city. Bon Accord Street is high on the list of
addresses; and takeovers and mergers must have kept the lawyers busy. But, on the
positive side, a lot of documents must have been generated – ledgers, accounts, heads of
agreement, and sale and purchase documents.  Any discovery of lists of shareholders and
share certificates would be particularly interesting.
Recent research, largely by my wife on the computer, has led us back to an earlier line of
enquiry, which I had been told by our clan historian would prove to be a blind alley. This
has been proved misleading and has led me to our missing link – that is, where my great-
grandfather was born and the names, birthplaces and details of the marriage of his parents.
William Forsyth [I], born Ellon, 1811
We have established beyond doubt that my 2g-grandfather was William Forsyth, born at
Ellon in 1811.  He joined the Scots Guards in 1833 (regimental no. 1748), was discharged
after nearly nine years’ service, and initially worked as a mail guard. In the 1851 census,
still a mail guard, he is with his family at 45 Bon Accord Street. His wife (Jane/Jean) was
born at Strachan, Kincardineshire; and they married on 26th May 1834 at Old Deer. In
1841, at 51 Bon Accord Street, husband William is absent; but present are Jane aged “25”,
Isabella (6), Elizabeth (5), my great-grandfather William (1) and a possible relative, Janet
Fettes aged “20”, also “born in Scotland”.  Number 51 – home to 27 people – was clearly
several apartments on a tenement stair.  In 1861, living at 31 Adelphi off Union Street,
William snr (now 50) is still a mail guard, while my great-grandfather (21) has left home.
William Forsyth [II], born Old Machar, Aberdeen, 1839
My great-grandfather’s career as a mariner begins with his signing on as an apprentice
Able Seaman at Aberdeen Harbour in November 1853 (until April 1858) on the new ship,
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Harriet Forsyth (née Quail)

Grandfather William

Ellon Castle, 348 tons, master J. Gansom, owned by Andersons of Aberdeen and sailing to
Ceylon. His next ship was the Broadwater, 571 tons, built at Sunderland in 1858. I now
need to fill in the gap until he married Mary Jane Maxwell, another Scot, in 1870 in
Birkenhead and joined the sail-assisted steamship Bonny as second officer. He had gained
his Mate’s Certificate in 1861 and his Mate’s on 9th September 1871. He made his last
voyage on this vessel when he died of fever on 30th November 1874. He left his widow
Mary Jane with two small boys: my grandfather William and his little brother Robert.
William Forsyth [III], born Birkenhead, Cheshire, 1870
Mary Jane’s job called for her to live in with the Darbishire
family, and there is no mention of her two boys in the household,
so it is possible that they lived with the Maxwells until the elder
boy, William, entered the Liverpool Seaman’s Orphanage in
Newsham Park. Robert is less easy to follow and will be left
until my main line is clear.
William left the Orphanage on Boxing Day 1885 and became a
clerk in the head office of the LNWR Steamship Company, so
gaining modest independence. Although it may seem strange
now, most of the railway companies also operated short-sea
ferries. His next career change happened two years later, when
he signed indentures with Capt. Thomas Bell of South Shields to
become a mariner, and hopefully in time a ship’s officer.  He
completed the four-year apprenticeship to Capt. Bell’s satisfaction and was signed off on
22nd July 1892. On 10th August 1896, he married Harriet Quail in Birkenhead, Cheshire.
William Forsyth [IV], born Birkenhead, 1897
My father was born on 6th November 1897 and began
work as a clerk at Cammell Laird & Co. in Birkenhead
straight after school. Sometime between school and
joining the Army, he met my mother while walking in
Birkenhead Park. According to my grandmother, Mr
Kemp, who was the gardener responsible for the
extensive planting, came to Birkenhead from Aberdeen-
shire, and brought William and Robert Forsyth with
him. Although my wife and I remember reading it, we
have lost our photocopy of a Liverpool Echo article my
father gave me in the 1950s/60s.  It told the story of
these two Forsyths, referred to by my father as “close
relatives”. As so many North-East Scots became
famous as gardeners, these have proved as elusive as the
article. It would be interesting to find this other link.
My own half-remembered impression is that they may have come from the area around
Forres or Elgin. Perhaps this story might ring some bells with readers of this Journal.
Grandmother Harriet found a job as a stewardess, initially with the North Wales Steamship
Co. and then with the Bibby Line, while her mother took my father in after his sister Mary
died. So, my great-grandmother Maria Quail, also widowed, who had supported her own
brood of sons as well as Harriet, was faced with looking after another orphan boy. But my
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Roselea House
12 Springbank Terrace, Aberdeen  AB11 6LS

Tel./Fax: 01224 583060
E-mail: CandFMoore@roseleahouse.co.uk

Friendly, family-run, city-centre guest house convenient for bus/railway stations and ferry terminal.
Vegetarian breakfasts available.  TV and tea/coffee-making facilities in all rooms.

A non-smoking establishment.
B&B rates:  Single:  £45.00, en-suite £55.00
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Members of Aberdeen & NE Scotland Family History Society.
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What’s holding up your order?
We in the Postal Sales team come in on Tuesday and Friday afternoons, reply to incoming
enquiries, process payments, pack orders ready for posting.
Since August 2016 when we brought in the Paypal system, we have replied to 720 e-mail
enquiries – with reference number (always GMxxx), price, postage, information on how to pay,
sometimes additional guidance.  Many people take it no further – horrified at the cost of
overseas postage.  Plus some people still send written orders; and there are commercial orders,
and orders from other FHSs, delivered at Conferences. We had processed and posted 1,130
postal items by early October 2018.
Sometimes there are 10 enquiries over a weekend (Bank holidays! Wet bank holidays!), each
requiring a detailed reply.  We try to do the simple ones first.  But it may take a week –
especially if you don’t quote the reference number when you pay, as our Treasurer then has to
hawk it round Research/Publications/Membership volunteers.
Overseas post can be erratic; give it a month, then raise a query with us.  Quote the reference
number!  Don’t just say “I still haven’t had my order – Johnnie”.  If we charged you airmail
rates, it goes Airmail.  One regular customer in Canada reports that it takes a month – to
Ottawa??  Take it up with your government’s Minister for Posts.
publications@anesfhs.org.uk Gay Murton and Ros O’Sullivan, Postal Sales Team

father said that his uncles took over his care and out-of-school education. They were all as
kind to me as time went on. Meanwhile, his mother sailed on through the Great War until
she met and married her second husband, Arthur Lockhart, a marine engineer.
My father served a soldier with the Durham Light Infantry during the Great War, when he
was gassed and badly wounded in Flanders and Italy. After recovery, he began as a clerk
again until the outbreak of the Second World War saw him as the security manager for the
shipyard and Gladstone dock in Liverpool. He retired to the Kendal area with my mother
and younger brother.  My father died on 9th May 1976 and was cremated at Lancaster.
Whereas my mother’s family have been easy to trace back to the 17th century, the Forsyths
are much more elusive. My grandmother proved to be a very effective coverer of tracks.
Somewhere out there, I have relatives with whom I would like to make contact, as would
my family. Time, however, is passing at what seems like an increasing rate.
alanforsyth88@gmail.com Alan William Forsyth No. 16089
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A Journey Without End
It was the summer of 1971 when two things changed our married life forever.
First, we were given the cataclysmic news that our first child, then just 10 months old,
would certainly die before she was three. The second thing was the questioning look
shared between my wife and me that, unknown to us at the time, was to be the beginning
of a 47-year (and ongoing) search for a missing link in our families.
We were told by the doctors at Great Ormond Street Hospital that Nellexa had a terminal
condition called Tay–Sachs disease; that there are normally only a very few cases per year
in the UK; and that these are invariably found only among the European Ashkenazi Jewish
population. Indeed, at that time, Tay–Sachs disease had been identified only among
Ashkenazi Jews in Europe and the eastern seaboard of the USA.
The first element of this news was of course greeted with much sadness. The second part
was met with a strong sense of incredulity.
Medical evidence proved that both my wife and I are Tay–Sachs carriers, and therefore
any child that we conceived would have a one-in-four chance of being a carrier. Tests
undertaken through the family at that time also proved that both of our mothers were
carriers – yet nobody in either of the female lines had the remotest knowledge of any
connection with any Ashkenazi Jews, for (as far as everyone was concerned) both families
were all bog-standard, long-standing English and Scottish Christian families.
Or were we?
There are many conditions that may result in early infant mortality; but, when Nellexa
died in 1973, we had already started on our long journey to seek the particular missing
genetic Jewish link that somewhere lurked among our respective female lines. As it was
proven that it was our mothers who were the genetic carriers, this made it a bit harder to
trace back and investigate. (At least, now pre-warned, and following amniocentesis
testing, we did eventually go on to have two healthy children and also adopted a third.)
If you’ve dealt in family-history research for long enough, you’ll recall just how difficult it
was to track down records some 40 years ago. The main sources of information were St
Catherine’s House in London, or the Scottish Record Office in Edinburgh. Also, many
parish records had been lodged at county record offices but were usually tucked away in
some dusty part of an obscure local-authority building.  We have often found relevant
information in different record offices hundreds of miles away from where we might have
expected it to be (this especially appertaining to wills).
There was no technological help back then, and we had to physically go and visit offices
clutching a trusty pencil and numerous scraps of paper as we ploughed through the ledgers
and other original records one at a time. Of course, it didn’t end with whatever record we
unearthed. The next thing was: what to do with the acquired information?
As this was still in the 1970s, long before personal computers or any other modern aid, we
decided to dedicate a spare bedroom.  We cleared the furniture, painted the room white
throughout, then slowly wrote all over the walls, tracking and connecting elements of our
past families – very much like those boards that you see in crime dramas on TV. (Having
long since moved on, we have often wondered if subsequent occupiers of that house ever
discovered all those tortuous notes, trees and false leads under the wallpaper.)
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Technology and commercialism in family history, recently aided by DNA-testing, have
since taken over, and the picture today is a long way away from those early days – with
the result that now, 47 years later, we have a joint database for both of our families,
currently extending to more than 15,000 names.
This includes many false leads that we have kept (just in case!) and other areas still to be
followed up – sometime. However, over the years, we have successfully tracked most of
our main family lines back through 11 generations to 1557. We have made contact and
compared notes with, and sometimes visited, previously unknown relatives in Canada,
South Africa, Australia and New Zealand. We have unearthed so much history about our
families – and we even established that, for several generations in the 18th and early 19th

centuries, our respective female lines lived in adjoining rural parishes, yet there was no
apparent intermarriage, and there were no Jewish populations in the area at that time.
However (warning: flight of fancy here!), the canals and railways were being constructed
through the local parishes, and it is known that many a travelling Jewish trader would
regularly visit the navvy construction encampments selling various pots, pans and other
materials. It is just possible that an amorous young trader might have sullied the local
maidens and in so doing left his seed behind. If so, this would not be known until two
such families intermarried – as we did so many years later. (OK, flight of fancy over.)
All these years later, we still lack any definitive, and certainly elusive, Jewish connection.
We have looked around our home at the 40-plus cardboard boxes stuffed full of data that
we have accumulated. We have looked at the small library of reference books we have on
our shelves; we have looked at our computer database of those 15,000 names together with
their associated family trees, and asked ourselves: what do we do now?
Our children and their children are potentially only interested in the bare bones regarding
the family trees; but we needed somehow to bring the pure black-and-white details of our
gatherings into life by putting flesh on the bare facts and making it all more interesting.
Our solution
Obviously to keep the computerised tree data; but we needed to interrogate all the
accumulated materials and separate the relevant from the duplicated and the detritus – and
that work is currently all in hand. The trouble here is that, as we pick up references that
maybe we haven’t looked at for 30 years, we get distracted by going onto the Internet to
see whether there are any more modern connections …
My wife has now written up her main female line in
book format and is considering doing the same with
her male line. Meanwhile, she has created a unique
pictorial tree for both of our lines – as shown here,
with each line and each insert colour-coded.
The right-hand full-length curtain represents my
wife’s direct male and female lines, covering the 11
generations back to 1557. The left-hand curtain
represents my own direct line, also back through 11
generations.  The close-up picture shows the males
of each line, each with a particular common floral-
pattern representation, while the females each have
their own different pictorial representation. They
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also have their names (and the male’s occupation
where known). The central stem refers to the date
and the generation level, while above and below
there is reference to their village and also a major
historical event of the time. She still has to add the
relevant number of children to each line.
In order to interpret my own family information, I
have chosen a slightly different route. I have now
written up my father’s life story (he was a career
naval officer who was in all of the major theatres
of war in the Second World War). I have written
up my grandfather’s rather short life history (he
too was a career naval officer but died in a naval
battle in the early weeks of the First World War).
I have written the life story of my great-grandfather (a career army colour sergeant in the
Ross-shire Buffs) and have placed his many medals with the museum at Ardersier.  To
these stories, I have also added references relating to their immediate families. I have
compiled a photographic family history with extended notes – not always easy, for there
are so many early photographs that lack any reference details.
I have compiled a personal photographic history of my early life, my school years and my
working life, again with extended notes; and I am writing a narrative of my working life
(before I retired, I was a land surveyor who worked in more than 20 countries throughout
the 1960s, 70s and 80s, often under canvas, in the desert or in the jungle, and frequently
living among the local population). I am fortunately able to refer back to all of my work
diaries that I kept from 1959 onwards.
Further work-in-progress is to complete a photographic record of our 50-plus years of
married and family life. Here, we have decided to break this down into 10-year sections
and have already written up our first 10 years; but there is still far more to do.
These compilations from our family-tree data, photos and so on are not really intended for
wider publication; more just a way to sort things out and to make them more meaningful.
Once completed, and we are dead and gone, they can be left for our grandchildren to read
when they are old enough and interested enough to relish the fruits of our labours.
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THE COMMITTEE

Key Contacts
100 Club Teresa Shewell 100club@anesfhs.org.uk
Advertising (Journal) Ronald Leith adverts@anesfhs.org.uk
Ancestor-chart/draft MI photocopying vacant pedigree.chart@anesfhs.org.uk
Ancestor charts (collation; indexing) vacant charts@anesfhs.org.uk
Bookstalls/Events Jean Shirer, John Urie jean.shirer@anesfhs.org.uk
Education officer (organises talks to outside groups) vacant talks@anesfhs.org.uk
Family-tree charts (large format) Stuart Petrie familytreeprints@anesfhs.org.uk
General enquiries John Urie enquiries@anesfhs.org.uk
Indexing co-ordinator Jean Shirer indexing@anesfhs.org.uk
Journal editor Ivor Normand journal@anesfhs.org.uk
Librarians Margie Mellis, Kit Corall, Karen Shaw library@anesfhs.org.uk
Membership renewals Sheila Symons and Membership team renewals@anesfhs.org.uk
Membership secretary Anne Park membership@anesfhs.org.uk
MI co-ordinator Gavin Bell mis@anesfhs.org.uk
MI Index co-ordinator Gavin Bell misupport@anesfhs.org.uk
Microfiche/microfilm print-outs Print-out team printouts@anesfhs.org.uk
Postal sales team Gay Murton and team publications@anesfhs.org.uk
Press officer (publicity) vacant press.office@anesfhs.org.uk
Publications team Jean Shirer and team publications@anesfhs.org.uk
Queries for Journal Ivor Normand queries@anesfhs.org.uk
Research secretary Joyce Irvine research@anesfhs.org.uk
Secretary Ronald Leith secretary@anesfhs.org.uk
Standing Orders officer (publications) Jean Shirer standing.orders@anesfhs.org.uk
Strays (from NE area) Library team library@anesfhs.org.uk
Syllabus secretary Teresa Shewell syllabus@anesfhs.org.uk
Website / IT Dave Anderson webmaster@anesfhs.org.uk

Chairman: Stuart Petrie Ordinary members:
Vice-Chairman: vacant Gavin Bell Barbara Lamb John Corall
Secretary: Ronald Leith Susan Freer Doreen Florence Pat Black (proposed)
Treasurer: Maria Cameron David White Eleanor Martin

We are frustrated never to have found that Jewish connection – but we are only in our late
70s, so could yet find the devious blighter! We know what he did; just not when or where.
jande.brownlee@btinternet.com John Brownlee No. 13915

—oOo—

A representative of each italicised department below is entitled to attend committee meetings but may
only vote if he/she is an elected member of the committee.



Journal Submissions
Submissions to the Journal are always welcome.  Please send text and images separately (not embedding
images in a document), e-mailed to journal@anesfhs.org.uk or queries@anesfhs.org.uk
Prospective articles and other items should have genealogical and North-East Scotland content.  Articles,
extracts or images may also be published on the Society’s website or may be re-used in subsequent
ANESFHS Journal editions.  All submissions will be acknowledged by e-mail.
The next Journal will be published in May 2019. Last date for submissions is 6th April 2019.

Format – Please type your article on a computer and send it as an e-mail attachment.  Sorry, we no longer
accept handwritten submissions.  Source/reference lists are fine, but we prefer no footnotes/endnotes.
Illustrations – For best reprographic results in the Journal, please send images at the highest possible
resolution.  We have limited space, and the A5 size format means that the quality may be somewhat less
than you expect.  If you wish to send any originals, then please contact the Editor (not the Centre at King
Street).  If you require originals to be returned, then please state this clearly and include return postage.
Permissions and credits – We can only publish copyright material if due permission has been obtained
and is included.  For copyright material, and for all photographs and other images, please always state the
source (publication, website, photographer and so on).
Length – Keep it reasonably short.  We have limited space, so long articles may be edited.  If you have a
really long tale to tell, then why not write it as two (or more) parts?
Computer details – Please use a format that can be read by a PC running Microsoft Word.  Any font or
size of text is acceptable.  If in doubt, send plain text.  If sending illustrations, any standard format is
acceptable – as long as these are in files separate from the text.
Advertisements – Electronic copy is preferred.  Note that the original size of the Journal is A4 before
photo-reduction to A5, and so a quarter-page advert should be prepared as 175mm (w) x 60mm (h).
The rates for advertisements, per Journal issue, are:
 £30.00 (black and white) or £45.00 (colour) per quarter-page (doubled for a half-page)
 £45.00 b/w or £60.00 colour for one third of a page (175 x 90mm)
 £90.00 b/w or £120.00 colour for a full page (175 x 270mm).

Writing to the Society
Please send all correspondence to The Family-History Research Centre (address on back cover).  To help
us be more efficient, please detail your requirements on separate sheets (with your name and membership
number) according to which service you wish to call upon or which office-bearer you wish to write to – or
use the appropriate e-mail address (see opposite page) to minimise delays.

Change of address
If you have access to the Internet, then PLEASE use the special form on our website to notify address or
e-mail address changes.  This form is processed automatically on receipt, ensuring fast service.  If you
write to the Membership Department, please quote your membership number.

Publications Sales
We stock a wide range of titles with emphasis on Scottish genealogy.  Individuals who are prepared to place a
standing order for all Society publications qualify for a 33% discount.  An up-to-date catalogue, Family and
Local History Publications for Sale, can be downloaded from our website.

For all information on publications and how to order, see www.anesfhs.org.uk, “Publications” tab.

Disclaimer
The Society cannot vouch for the accuracy of offers of services or goods that are advertised in the Journal, or be
responsible for the outcome of any contract that a reader may make with an advertiser.  Views expressed in
contributions are the author’s and not necessarily the Society’s. The Editor reserves the right to amend any
copy.  The Society Library does not necessarily hold copies of books quoted or referenced in this Journal.



ANESFHS Family-History Centre closures, 2019–20
Closed on local Monday holidays: 22nd April, 6th May, 8th July and 23rd September 2019

Closing at 1pm on Saturday 21st December 2019; reopening at 10am on Monday 6th January 2020

See website for further details

ABERDEEN & N.E. SCOTLAND FAMILY HISTORY SOCIETY
158–164 King Street, Aberdeen  AB24 5BD

Scotland

Tel.  +44 (0)1224 646323

E-mail: enquiries@anesfhs.org.uk
Website: www.anesfhs.org.uk

Centre opening hours
Monday to Friday 10am to 4pm
Saturday 10am to 1pm

Closed on local and public holidays
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